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ABSTRACT

The field of organic electronics is currently receiving a great deal of attention from

theoretical and experimental chemists, physicists and material scientists, especially regard-

ing energy transport and optical behavior. The conventional understanding of photophysical

and transport processes in organic aggregates, films and crystals is based on the Frenkel

exciton model. However, despite its success, the Frenkel model cannot properly account

for several important properties of aggregates of highly polarizable chromophores, such as

the charge-transfer character of the ground and excited states (and their associated dipole

moments) which can change in response to intermolecular interactions. The essential state

model (ESM) is investigated as an alternative to the Frenkel excitonmodel for understanding

absorption and emission in aggregates of polar and high-polarizable chromophores. Polar

and high-polarizable chromophores consist of donor and acceptor components linked by a

c-conjugated bridge.

In thiswork, the ESM is expanded to include local vibronic coupling via an Hol-

steinstyle Hamiltonian. Emphasis is placed on the divergences from the conventional

Kasha model which is based on the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian and is commonly used

to understand the relationship between molecular packing and photophysical properties.

Divergences between the current approach and the Kasha model are thoroughly explored

for the DA dimers in the weak and strong intermolecular coupling limits. Vibronic sig-

natures which reveal information about molecular packing are compared to those derived

from Frenkel exciton theory Specific applications include Davydov splitting in covalently

bonded squaraine (DAD) complexes and the general photophysical response of dimers of

DA chromophores such as merocyanines dyes.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 Organic Electronics: A Brief Introduction

Electronic devices are by now essential daily necessities for everyone. From cell

phones to display screens, electronic devices are deeply interwoven into social collaboration

and personal entertainment. Especially during the pandemic of COVID19, people need to

stay at home. Life without electronic devices would be just like living in an unsettled desert.

Their significance is undeniable.

In today’smarket, themajority of electronic devices are silicon-based, requiring high

temperature processing for their fabrication and therefore consuming literally tons of fossil

fuels for their manufacture. What’s more, the inorganic-based devices can’t be deployed on

the soft and flexible base (paper or plastic), limiting their utility in a range of applications

involving transparent, flexible photovoltaics1 and wearable electronics.2 Moreover, silicon

chips are close to Moore’s Law, which means that they are close to achieving the limit of

maximal processing speed.3 Organic electronic devices offer a possible solution to some

of these problems. Organic devices are typically soft, foldable and flexible. Their ability

to stretch without breaking make them ideal candidates for the wearable devices (smart

bracelets, smart watches and smart glasses). In addition, solution manufacture processing

can be conducted at room temperature. Hence, organic materials can be deployed on soft

bases which leads to lower cost, light-weight devices weight. The manufacture of such

devices can often be performed using ink jet printing (even 3D printing) in small workshops

or even at home. Such significant advantages make organic electronics a hot topic. One

of the most successful applications has involved organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)

which are now widely used in televisions for better display performance. Although some

1



Figure 1.1. An notable application of organic electronics: electronic artificial skin.4

technical obstacles remain, it is expected that organic field-effect transistors (OFET) and

organic photovoltaics (OPV) will soon have a similar commercial impact.

For the c-conjugated organic molecules involved in electronics applications, an

understanding their response to optical excitation – their UV-Vis absorption and emission

spectra is essential for design optimization. The absorption and photoluminescence spectra

reveal important information – like the strength of the intermolecular electronic coupling,

essential in understanding energy transfer processes in the condensed phase. The traditional

and popular approach to account for the relationship between the photophysical response

and the manner in which the chromophores are packed (i.e. their crystal structure) is the

Frenkel-Kashamodel. In the following subsections, the fundamental ideas of Frenkel-Kasha

model are outlined.
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1.2 Frenkel Exciton Model

The Frenkel exciton model has been studied for almost 90 years5 and is perhaps

one of the most successful quasiparticle models in history. The model describes how

photo-excited states – called excitons - in a molecular assembly (aggregate, film, crystal)

are delocalized over several chromophores. Such wave function delocalization depends

mainly on the strength of the intermolecular electronic coupling (which in turn depends on

the relative orientation of neighboring chromophores), but also depends on the presence of

disorder and vibronic coupling. Hence, in the Frenkel model, excitons are the fundamental

“particles” involved in spatial energy transfer. In what follows, we describe in greater detail

the fate of an optically excited chromophore in a molecular aggregate according to the

Frenkel exciton model.

When a photon from an optical source like a laser or the sun excites a molecule,

an electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is elevated to the lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Here, the resulting half-filled HOMO is called a

“hole” while the half-filled LUMO is called an “electron”. If the Coulomb attraction of

the electron and hole is sufficiently strong to bind the hole-electron pair within a given

molecule, the excitation so created is referred to as a Frenkel exciton. However, even

though the electron and hole are confined to a given molecule, the e-h pair can be shared

or delocalized amongst several molecules.6 Such excitons can therefore move through the

medium, diffusing away from the point of creation, scattering off defects and even getting

trapped at very low-energy defects. The e-h pair can also recombine leading to the emission

of a photon. Therefore, the exciton has a finite lifetime on the order of nanoseconds.

Exciton delocalization can be described by the Frenkel Exciton Hamiltonian:7

�4; = �"

∑
=

�
†
=�= +

∑
=≠<

�<,= (�
†
=�< + ℎ.2.) (1.1)
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Figure 1.2. Exciton model. Left) Excitation exists on the second molecule while the
other molecules remain in the ground states. Right) electronic coupling calculation
from point-dipole interaction.

T

In the first term �" is monomer transition energy. The operator �†= (�=) creates

(annihilates) an excitationon nth molecule with the sum running over all N chromophores

in the aggregate. The second term represents the intermolecular coupling. �<,= is Coulomb

coupling between chromophores m and n. If only the nearest neighbor Coulomb coupling

is considered, �<,= is simplified as �0, as depicted in figure 1.2 for the case of a tetramer

(N=4).

1.2.1 Frenkel-Kasha Theory

In molecular aggregates, the driving force for wave function delocalization is the

electronic coupling between chromophores, which is mainly contributed by the interaction

between the molecular transition dipoles The intermolecular coupling is responsible for

inducing a change in the optical response of the aggregate compared to a single molecule

(monomer) – i.e. a change in the optical absorption spectrum Using the Frenkel exciton

model, Michael Kasha showed that the dipole-dipole (Coulomb) coupling between two

4



chromophores affects the absorption spectrum in a manner which depends on how the two

chromophores are oriented with respect to each other. The Coulombic coupling between

two chromophores is expressed according to point-dipole approximation in figure 1.2(R),

�0 =

−→̀
1.
−→̀

2 − 3(−→̀1.
−→
' ) (−→̀2.

−→
' )

4cY0'
3

(1.2)

where −→' is the vector that link the molecular mass centers and −→̀1,
−→̀

2 are two transition

dipole moment vectors by treating the molecular transition dipoles as point dipoles. Kasha

also showed that a side-by-side arrangement of two rod-shaped chromophores (where the

transition dipole is oriented along the long-molecular axis) leads to a positive Coulomb

coupling �0 and a blue shift of the main absorption spectral peak. Such aggregates are

called H-aggregates. Conversely, J-aggregates, with a head-to-tail arrangement leads to a

negative coupling, and a red-shift of the absorption peak.

Figure 1.3 shows the energy levels of the excitons involved in H- and J-aggregates

consisting of just two chromophores (a “dimer”). Give simple wave functions for a dimer,

symmetric and antisymmetric excited states can be expressed as

|64〉( =
|46〉 + |64〉
√
2

(1.3a)

|64〉�( =
|46〉 − |64〉
√
2

(1.3b)

In H-aggregates the “bright” (absorbing) symmetric state is energetically higher than

the excited state energy of the monomer by �0, where �0 is the Coulomb coupling strength

Therefore, the transition peak in the absorption spectrum will blue shift by �0 (figure 1.3

left)8 relative to the monomer Emission, however, originates from the lowest-energy excited

state, subsequent to rapid non-radiative decay from the bright state. The lowest state in

H-aggregates, is however, “dark” since the molecular transition dipole moments are out-

of-phase. Hence, the transition to the ground state is prohibited (forbidden) leading to

5



Figure 1.3. Energy diagram of left) H-aggregate and right) J-aggregate according to
the Kasha model.

subradiance and very low radiative decay rates. By contrast, in the head-to-tail aggregates

(J-aggregate) the “bright” symmetric state is energetically lower than the excited state of the

monomer by �0 and the main transition peak in the absorption spectrum will red shift by

�0 (Figure 1.3right). In J-aggregates, the main absorbing and emitting states are the same.

Because the state is symmetric, the two transition dipole moments are in-phase leading to

a strong superradiant enhancement in the radiative decay rate. For an aggregate consisting

of N chromophores, the enhancement scales as of
√
# .9 Detailed derivations can be found

in ref.[10].

1.2.2 Vibronic Coupling

Most conjugated organicmolecules exhibit a significant vibronic progression in their

absorption and emission spectra due to a strong coupling between exciton and vibration

degrees of freedom. The most important vibration involves a symmetric vinyl stretching

mode (or aromatic-quinoidal mode when conjugated rings are involved) with an energy,

ℏlE81 in the range, 12002<−1 to 14002<−1. To include local vibronic coupling, harmonic

6



Figure 1.4. Harmonic potential well in ground and excited states. _2 is the Huang-Rhys
factor.

potential wells are assigned to the ground state and electronic excited states with identical

curvature and with a relative the shift of '0.

The associated Frenkel Holstein Hamiltonian is expressed as:11

� = �4; + ℏlE81
∑
=

1
†
=1= + ℏlE81

∑
=

(_(1†= + 1=) + _
2)�†=�= (1.4)

where, 1†= (1=) creates (annihilates) a vibrational quantum in the unshifted (ground-state)

potential. Here, the coupling between Frenkel exciton and vibrational mode is quantified

by the Huang-Rhys factor _2, with ℏlE81_
2 representing the nuclear relaxation energy

subsequent to vertical excitation into the upper potential well.

7



1.2.3 Vibronic Signatures

In the vibronic exciton, the Frenkel-Holstein Hamiltonian predicts an absorption

spectrum that consists of a vibronic progression. The 0-n peaks have frequencies l0−= =

l0−0 + =lE81 and intensities that are governed by Franck-Condon factors:

�
0−=

= 4
−_2 _

2=

=!
n=0,1,2,3,... (1.5)

To identify H- and J- aggregate only by the Kasha spectral shifts - blue for H-

aggregates and red for J-aggregates can be misleading since other prominent effects can

cause spectral shifts, for example, the gas-to-crystal shift sue to nonresonant interactions.

Fortunately, vibronic interactions lead to additional signatures which can determine H-

or J-aggregate behavior. As shown in figure 1.5 the ratio of oscillator strengths of first

two vibronic peaks in the absorption spectrum is related to the exciton bandwidth. The

bandwidth defines as the energetic difference of symmetric and antisymmetric states. The

ratio decreases with bandwidth in H-aggregates and increases in J-aggregates.

1.3 Pros and Cons in Frenkel-Kasha Model

The Frenkel-Kasha model enhanced to include vibronic coupling works great for

aggregates of non-polar chromophores such as pentacene,13 anthracene14 and oligoacene.15

However, as we shall see, the model does not work well for donor-acceptor dyes, like

2-Cyanoacetic Acid in figure 1.6 The calculated the orbital density distribution using

DFT/B3LYP shows that the HOMO is dominated by the donor unit while the LUMO

is dominated by the acceptor unit giving rise to, permanent dipole moments which are

different between ground and excited states. Generally, the dipole moments depend also

on intermolecular interactions within an aggregate of such chromophores, an important

effect which is neglected in the Frenkel-Kasha model. Since dipole-dipole inetractions lead

8



Figure 1.5. Calculated 1D H- and J-aggregates absorption (blue) and emission (red)
spectra. The number of chromophores is 20.12

9



Figure 1.6. Structure and Orbital density distribution (DFT/B3LYP) of the 2-
Cyanoacetic Acid.

to spectral shifts, a more comprehensive model than Frenkel-Kasha model is needed in

absorption and emission of polar dyes.

1.4 Essential State Model (ESM)

To address the aforementioned polarizability effects Painelli and coworkers intro-

duced the essential states model (ESM). Using this model, the absorption spectrum of many

dipolar D-A and quadrupolar D-A-D chromophores have been effectively simulated. For

push-pull donor-acceptor chromophores, the model introduces diabatic states, neutral state

|#〉 and the zwitterionic state |/〉 coupled by an intramolecular resonance integral which

results in the adiabatic ground and excited states However, intermolecular interactions as

well generalized interactions with the environment can also influence the mixing of the

molecular diabatic states thereby leading to changes in molecular properties such as the

permanent dipole moments of the (adiabatic) ground and excited states.

In earlier works, Painelli and coworkers have shown that in the ESM, the electronic

and optical properties of aggregates of D-A type chromophores may differ substantially

from the results derived from the Frenkel exciton theory.16 They showed that increasing

10



Figure 1.7. Neutral (left) and zwitterionic (right) resonance structures of a push-pull
chromophore. D indicates the donor and A the acceptor moiety, respectively.

intermolecular interactions can alter the natures of the ground and excited states, leading in

some cases to the phenomenon of bistability.17 They also showed the important influence of

the solvent, treating the interaction between the solvent and donor-acceptor solute/aggregate

in a self-consistent way.18 They further demonstrated blue-shifted J-aggregates composed

of quinolinium-tricyanoquinodimethanide(Q-3CNQ) chromophores where the ground state

is dominated by the zwitterionic component in molecules which exhibit inverse solva-

tochromism.19 Such aggregates cannot be accounted for in Frenkel/Kasha theory due to

its neglect of the impact of intermolecular interactions on the charge-transfer character of

the adiabatic ground and excited states.19 What’s more, Kasha’s theory doesn’t account for

two-photon absorption (TPA) in clusters of dipolar and quadrupolar chromophores.18

In the ESM, a donor-acceptor chromophore is described with two diabatic states:

the “neutral” state D-A with no charge separation, denoted |#〉, and the zwitterion state

D+A−, denoted |/〉,16,18–23 The two states, depicted in figure 1.7, are separated by an

energy [ and coupled by the intramolecular charge resonance integral, C. Here, the energy

required to separate charges onto the donor and acceptor fragments,[, also includes solvent

polarization effects, in particular, the fast electronic response which depends on the solvent

index of refraction. However, the much slower response due to polar solvent reorganization

is excluded in this work.19–22 Hence, the monomer electronic Hamiltonian can be expressed

as:20,21

�̂
4;
<>= = [ |/〉 〈/ | − C ( |#〉 〈/ | + ℎ.2.) (1.6)
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where the energy of the neutral state defines the origin. As depicted in figure 1.8, after

diagonalization, the electronic adiabatic eigenstates are given by:

|6〉 =
√
1 − d |#〉 + √d( |/〉) (1.7a)

|4〉 = √d |#〉 −
√
1 − d( |/〉) (1.7b)

where, d represents the zwitterionic character of the ground state,

d ≡ 0.5(1 − [/
√
[

2
/ + 4C

2) (1.8)

The corresponding energies of the two adiabatic states,

�6 =
1

2
[ −

√
[

2

4
+ C2 (1.9a)

�4 =
1

2
[ +

√
[

2

4
+ C2 (1.9b)

lead to a simple expression for the monomer transition energy:

�" ≡ �4 − �6 =
√
[

2 + 4C2 (1.10)

With the dipole moment operator defined by,` = 4; |/〉 〈/ |,where l is the distance between

the donor and acceptor charge centers, the permanent dipole moments of the ground and

excited states are respectively given by,

`66 ≡ 〈6 | ` |6〉 = d4;8̂ (1.11a)

`44 ≡ 〈4 | ` |4〉 = (1 − d)4;8̂ (1.11b)

where 8̂ is the unit vector directed along the D-A axis in the direction of the donor. equa-

tion (1.11) show that `66 and `44 scale with the zwitterionic component in the ground

12



and excited state, respectively. Finally, the transition dipole moment which connects the

adiabatic ground and excited states is,

`64 ≡ 〈6 | ` |4〉 =
√
d(1 − d)4;8̂ (1.12)

Equation (1.11) and equation (1.12) reveal the intimate relationship between per-

manent and transition dipole moments present in the ESM.

The vibronic progressions which characterize the absorption and emission spectra

of many D-A complexes reveal the presence of at least one strongly coupled vibrational

mode with energy ℏlE81 in the range of 1200-1400 2<−1. To include vibronic coupling

in the ESM, diabatic harmonic potential wells are assigned to the neutral and zwitterionic

states, see figure 1.8. Setting the vibrational coordinate corresponding to the minimum of

the well in the neutral state to be zero, the zwitterionic well is shifted by a dimensionless

quantity, |_ |, such that the diabatic Huang-Rhys factor is |_ |2 . The monomer Hamiltonian

including vibronic coupling is therefore,

�̂<>= = �̂
4;
<>= + ℏlE811

†
1 |#〉 〈# | + ℏlE81 (1

† + _) (1 + _) |/〉 〈/ | (1.13)

When the diabatic relaxation energy is smaller than themonomeric transition energy,

ℏl_
2 �

√
[

2 + 4C2, one can define an effective (adiabatic) HR factor as,

_
2
4 5 5 ≈ (1 − 2d)

2
_

2
=

[
2

[
2 + 4C2

_
2 (1.14)

which was previously derived by Grisanti, et. al.20 equation (1.14) closely describes the

vibronic structure of the absorption spectrum. To demonstrate this, we show in figure 1.9,

the numerically evaluated absorption spectrum for two chromophores, one with d = 0.15

and another with d = 0.5 with the associated [ and C parameters adjusted so that the

monomer transition �" , in equation (1.10) is the same for both. Although the diabatic HR

factor for both chromphores (_2=2) is quite large, only the chromphore with d = 0.15 shows

13



Figure 1.8. a) Coupling between diabatic states to create the adiabatic states in a D-A
chromophore. b) Harmonic potential energy wells for the vinyl stretching mode in the
diabetic basis set. Hence, _2, is the diabatic Huang-Rhys factor.

14



Figure 1.9. Calculated absorption spectra for D-A chromophores in the polyene limit
(d=0.15, blue) and cyanine limit d=0.5, black) evaluated from the Hamiltonian in
equation (1.13) . The ESM parameters are _ = 2C = 104

2<
−1 for the polyene chromophore

and _ = 0, C = 7.1x103
2<
−1 for the cyanine chromophore. In both cases, the vibrational

energy was taken to be 14002<−1 and the diabatic HR factor, _2=2.

vibronic structure, entirely consistent with equation (1.14). which predicts _2
4 5 5 ≈ 1 when

d = 0.15 and _2
4 5 5 ≈ 0 when d = 0.5. The limit where d is near 0.5, referred to as the

cyanine limit, is characterized by roughly equal admixtures of neutral |#〉 and zwitterionic

states |/〉 in both the adiabatic ground and excited states. In this case the relative bond

order is the same in each state, thereby masking any vibronic coupling. In contrast, when

d is in the so-called polyene limt (d < 0.3 ) the ground state is dominanted by |#〉, leading

to a significant change in bond order between the two states and the appearance of vibronic

structure in the absorption spectrum. For example, when d = 0.15 (and _2
4 5 5 ≈ 1 ) as for

the blue spectrum in figure 1.9, the vibronic progression, which is dictated by a Poissonian

distibution, exp(−_2
4 5 5 )_

2=
4 5 5 /=! for the 0-n transiton, has equal intensities for the first and

second vibronic peaks.
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1.5 Aim of This Dissertation

In this introduction, I have motivated the necessity to go beyond Frenkel Kasha’s

model when treating aggregates of highly polaizable D-A and D-A-D dye molecules. The

basic ideas of simulating D-A type dye molecules within the ESM have been demonstrated.

In the following chapters, we show in detail how the ESM and Frenkel-Kasha models

compare and contrast with each other in describing the optical response of dimer aggregates

of D-A chromophores (chapter 2) and D-A-D chromophores (chapter 3). The D-A-D

monomer, unlike the D-A monomer in the previous section, needs three diabatic electronic

states for a full description. For a full description of its optical response, one neutral state

and one zwiterionic state for each arm (D+A−D and DA−D+). Applications are mademainly

to squaraine dimer complexes where recent measurements made by the Lambert group have

shown significant Davydov splitting.7 As we will show, the ESM not only quantitatively

reproduces the absorption spectral line shape of squaraine complexes, but also predicts

serious deviations from the Kasha model, even when the coupling between chromophores

is relatively weak. We pay particular attention to the role played by vibronic coupling,

showing that the spectral signatures derived from the Frenkel exciton model translate also

to the ESM. Finally, we also predict very large divergences from the Kasha model in the

strong coupling regime where one can obtain an exotic blue-shifted J-aggregate. In the final

chapter, we provide a brief summary and discuss directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

DONOR-ACCEPTOR(D-A) DYES SIMULATION

2.1 Introduction

The photophysical properties of aggregates of dye molecules are usually described

by the Kasha/Frenkel model in which two-state ((0,(1) chromophores interact via transition

dipole-dipole coupling to create Frenkel type excitons.8,9,24 However, for highly polarizable

D-A chromophores the Frenkel exciton model does not recognize the substantial changes in

a given chromophore’s permanent and transition dipole moments induced by intermolecular

interactions. To address this, Painelli and coworkers introduced the essential states model

(ESM), which has been proved to be very effective in describing the spectroscopy of highly

polarizable dipolar D-A19–22 and quadrupolar D-A-D25 chromophores as well as aggregates

thereof.16,18,23,26 The ESM treats the two resonance structures, DA (the “neutral” state, |#〉)

and D+A− (the zwitterionic state |/〉) in figure 1.7 as diabatic states whose mixing to create

the molecular adiabatic states depends on the intramolecular resonance integral (t) as well

as the coupling between chromophores and between the chromophore and the surrounding

solvent. Using the ESM, Terenziani and Painelli showed that aggregates of highly polar

and polarizable chromophores may differ significantly from the predictions obtained from

Frenkel exciton theory.16 For example, in ref.[18] it was shown that in one-dimensional

lattices of anti-aligned D-A chromophores the ionicity of the ground state determined by

the admixture of the zwitterionic component, |/〉, can change dramatically with increasing

intermolecular interactions, thereby affecting molecular properties such as the ground and

excited dipole moments. Such aggregates can even exhibit bistable behavior, with a phase-

like transition between neutral and ionic ground states.17 Overall, the ESM quantitatively

reproduces optical properties of D-A aggregates including also solvent effects27 by treating

the intermolecular interactions and the molecular dipoles self-consistently.
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In the ESM the dipole moment operator is diagonal in the diabatic basis, but

takes on permanent and transition dipole components when rotated into the adiabatic basis

(i.e., after the mixing of the diabatic states). Since both permanent and transition dipole

moments create spectral shifts in dimers and larger aggregates, we expect divergences from

the Kasha/Frenkel model which is based solely on transition dipole-dipole coupling. Such

divergencesmay further be expected to depend on the directional alignment of the permanent

dipole moments of the D-A chromophores; for example, the photophysical properties of a

dimer with aligned dipole moments should depend on whether the dipoles are pointing in a

common direction (parallel) or in opposite directions (antiparallel). Merocyanine dyes, in

particular, are known to readily dimerize and crystalize in antiparallel packing arrangements

which nullify the sizeable permanent dipoles of the individual chromophores.28 The effect of

dipole alignment in D-A aggregates has been studied primarily for its impact on two-photon

absorption.18,22,29 In ref [18], for example, it was shown that for a dimer in the polyene

limit the two-photon absorption cross-section is roughly twice as large in the parallel vs

anti-parallel geometry. In an earlier work,19 Terenziani and Painelli showed unusual blue-

shifted J-aggregates may result in aligned dimers composed of molecules with inverse

solvatochromism, i.e. molecules with zwitterionic ground states.

In this chapter, the ESM is used to analyze one-photon absorption in slip-stack

dimers composed of D-A chromophores with parallel (“geometry I” or GI) and anti-parallel

(“geometry II” or GII) relative orientations. We focus on dyes with adiabatic ground states

dominated by the neutral component |#〉 (the polyene limit) as well as dyes with equal

admixtures of neutral and zwitterionic (|/〉) components (the cyanine limit). Results are

compared to the Kasha model, where Frenkel exciton theory shows that head-to-tail J-

dimers are red-shifted (compared to the monomer absorption peak) while “side-by-side”

H-aggregates are blue-shifted. We show that in the weak coupling regime, the aggregation-

induced spectral shifts derived from the ESM are identical to the Kasha/Frenkel shifts,
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but only for monomers in the cyanine limit. Here, spectral shifts are defined relative to

the monomer in a nonpolar solvent – hence, we exclude for now the effects of solvent

reorganization.19–22 However, in the polyene limit strong divergences appear in the ESM

vs Kasha-calculated spectral shifts, especially for GII dimers. Moreover, regardless of

geometry type or ground state ionicity, in the strong coupling limit pronounced divergences

from the Kasha model occur, highlighted by blue-shifted J-aggregates which occurs in

strongly coupled GI dimers. Hence, spectral shifts cannot be used to unambiguously define

of H- or J-aggregation. We emphasize that what truly distinguishes the two aggregates

types is the ordering of the bright and dark excited states: in H-dimers (J-dimers) the bright

state is higher (lower) in energy than the dark state. Divergences from conventional Kasha

behavior, and in particular the discovery of red-shifted H-aggregates, have been documented

for aggregates of quadrupolar (D-A-D) dyes.26,30,31

In what follows, we employ an ESM-Holstein Hamiltonian which includes also

vibronic coupling to the ubiquitous vinyl-stretching mode derived mainly from to the

conjugated bridge segment.30,31 We show that J- and H-aggregates can be identified through

the same vibronic signatures that have already been determined from the vibronic Frenkel

exciton model.10,32 This convenient association, which has also been established for D-A-D

dimers30,31 is, however, limited to the weak coupling regime, where the intermolecular

interactions are treated using first-order perturbation theory.

Finally, we compare the outcome of our theoretical analysis with experimental

results obtained for a dimer c-stack of merocyanine28,33 chromophores with antiparallel

(GII) orientation of the ground state dipole moments.34 After accounting for the spectral line

shape and shift theoretically, we show that switching to a parallel alignment of the ground

state dipole moments (GI) leads to blue-shift which is twice as large as that obtained with

GII dimers. Since in both cases the transition dipole moment is the same, such a substantial

difference cannot be accounted for in the conventional Kasha/Frenkel formalism.
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Figure 2.1. Dimer geometries of the D-A dimers considered in this work. In GI (left)
the permanent dipole moments in the zwitterion are parallel while in GII b) they are
anti-parallel. Note that the sign of the electrostatic interaction V changes in dimers of a
given \.

2.2 Dimer Hamiltonian

In what follows we consider two dimer geometries for the D-A chromophores as

depicted in figure 2.1. In geometry I, denoted GI , the donor and acceptor units on each

chromophore are oriented in a common direction as one is slipped relative to the other along

the D-A axis. In geometry II, denoted GII, the donors and acceptor units are oriented in

opposite directions resulting in an inversion center between the two chromophores. Hence,

the GII dimer has no net permanent dipole moment. In both geometries the slip angle is \

and the intermolecular distance is d.

In the ESM the Hamiltonian for the two interacting chromophores in figure 2.1 can

be expressed as16,18,23,26

�̂
38<4A

=
∑
==1,2

�̂
38<4A
= + +̂ (2.1)

where the Coulombic coupling in the diabatic basis set is expressed as,
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+̂ = + |//〉 〈// | (2.2)

Here, the state |//〉 indicates that both chromophores are in the state |/〉. The Coulombic

coupling is accounted for by assuming point charges on the oxidized donor and reduced

acceptor units of +e and –e respectively at the positions of the charge centers indicated in

figure 2.1. Hence, we have

+ =
1

4cYY0

2∑
8=1

2∑
9=1

@1,8@2, 9

r1,8 − r2, 9
(2.3)

where i and j run over the charge centers on each chromophore with i=1 indicating the donor

unit and i=2 indicating the acceptor unit on a given chromophore. Hence, @1,8=1 = +4 is the

charge of the oxidized donor unit on the nth (n=1,2) chromophore and @1,8=2 = −4 is the

charge of the reduced acceptor on the nth chromophore. The position of the point charge,

@=,8 , is indicated by, A=,8.

The interaction Hamiltonian in equation (2.2) is more familiar when represented

in the adiabatic basis consisting of the state |gg>, the two degenerate singly-excited states,

|64〉 and |46〉 and the doubly-excited state |44〉, where in all cases the first (second) entry

indicates the state of the first (second) chromophore. In this basis, the transition dipole-

dipole interaction term central to Frenkel exciton theory (and Kasha theory) becomes

apparent, i.e.

+̂ = d(1 − d)+ |64〉 〈46 | + ℎ.2. + ..., (2.4)

The first term reduces to the familiar point-dipole interaction expression after taking

the limit ' � ; in equation (2.3) and substituting in the transiton dipole moment from

equation (1.12). Additonal terms in +̂ include the diagononal permanent dipole-dipole

interactions and off-diagonal permanent dipole – transition dipole interactions.
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Figure 2.2. Various geometric configurations considered in this work. The graphs
depict the aggregate-monomer spectral shift, Δ�−" as a function of d in the ESM (solid)
and Kasha (dashed) limits. Although not indicated, in all cases the bandwidth, |Δ�−� |, is
the same in both models for a given value of d.
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In figure 2.2 we demonstrate the richness in the types of H- and J-aggregates

considered here in: one can define GI and GII geometries, H and J-aggregates within

each geometry, and finally also the ionic character of the D-A chromophore, i.e. polyene

or cyanine. Due to space limitations we do not consider the less common zwiterrionic

chromphores which are characterized with a ground state dominated by the state |/〉 (

where d > 0.5).

2.3 Weak Coupling Limit

When the Coulombic coupling is relatively weak, +̂ can be treated using first-order

perturbation theory. As can be deduced from the coupling matrix +̂ in the adiabatic basis

set,

`
)
+̂ ` = 

|66〉 |64〉 |46〉 |44〉
|66〉 d

2
+

√
(1 − d)dd+

√
(1 − d)dd+ (1 − d)d+

|64〉
√
(1 − d)dd+ (1 − d)d+ (1 − d)d+

√
(1 − d)d(1 − d)+

|46〉
√
(1 − d)dd+ (1 − d)d+ (1 − d)d+

√
(1 − d)d(1 − d)+

|44〉 (1 − d)d+
√
(1 − d)d(1 − d)+

√
(1 − d)d(1 − d)+ (1 − d)2+


(2.5)

where perturbation theory is valid when the conditions,√
(1 − d)d3 |+ |,

√
(1 − d)3d |+ | � �" (2.6)

are satisfied, where EM is the monomer transition energy given in equation (1.10) The

zero-order states for the dimers of figure 2.1 are given by four adiabatic states consisting

of the ground state, |66〉, the two degenerate singly-excited states, |64〉 and |46〉 and the

doubly-excited state |44〉, where in all cases the first (second) entry indicates the state of the

first (second) chromophore, i.e. |66〉 ≡ |6〉1 ⊗ |6〉2 , where |6〉= represents the ground state
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(see equation (1.7b).) for chromophore n. Since |64〉 and |46〉 are degenerate, the correct

zeroth order states are given by,

|64〉( =
1
√
2
|64〉 + |46〉 bright for GI, dark for GII (2.7a)

|64〉�( =
1
√
2
|64〉 − |46〉 bright for GII, dark for GI (2.7b)

where we use the inversion symmery present in GII to define the relative phase, i.e.|46〉 =

8̂ |64〉 . Hence, in the symmetric (antisymmetric) state the two transition dipole moments

point in opposite (common) directions. It then follows that the antisymmetric state is the

bright state in the GII configuration, while the symmetric state is dark. For GI, we define

phase using translation symmetry , |46〉 = )̂ |64〉 , such that the transion dipole moments

in the symmetric state point in a common direction. Hence, in GI the symmetric state is

bright while the antisymmetric state is dark, opposite to the case in GII. The assignment is

consistent with the dipole moment operator for the two geometries:

`�� = 4; ( |/#〉 〈/# | + |#/〉 〈#/ |) + 24; |//〉 〈// | (2.8a)

`��� = 4; ( |/#〉 〈/# | − |#/〉 〈#/ |) (2.8b)

Correct to first order, the energies of the ground state (gg), the first-excited symmetric

and anti-symmetric states and highest excited state (ee) are respectively given by

�66 ≈ 2�6 + �
(1)
66 (2.9a)

�( ≈ �6 + �2 + �
(1)
(

(2.9b)

��( ≈ �6 + �2 + �
(1)
�(

(2.9c)

�44 ≈ 2�4 + �
(1)
44 (2.9d)
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where the monomer energies, �6 and �4, are defined in equation (1.9). For the ground and

doubly-excited states, first-order interactions arise between the permanent dipole moment

charge distributions in figure 2.1, and are obtained as,

�
(1)
66 = 〈66 | +̂ |66〉 = d

2
+ (2.10a)

�
(1)
44 = 〈44 | +̂ |44〉 = (1 − d)

2
+ (2.10b)

with the intermolecular coupling, V , given in equation (2.3). The first-order corrections

can related directly to the molecular dipole moments in the limit 3 � ;, where the point

dipole approximation leads to,

�
(1)
66 = ±d

2 4
2
;
2(1 − 32>B2\)
4cYY0'

3
= ±

`
2
66 (1 − 32>B

2
\)

4cYY0'
3

(2.11a)

�
(1)
44 = ±(1 − d)

2 4
2
;
2(1 − 32>B2\)
4cYY0'

3
= ±

`
2
44 (1 − 32>B

2
\)

4cYY0'
3

(2.11b)

where `66 and `44 are the (magnitudes of the) molecular permanent ground-state and

excited-state dipole moments, respectively, as determined from equation (1.11). In equa-

tion (2.11), the “+” sign corresponds to GI and the “-” sign to GII.

For both GI and GII dimers the first-order corrections for the symmetric and anti-

symmetric excited states energies requires the use of degenerate perturbation theory, giving

�
(1)
(
= 〈64 | +̂ |64〉 + 〈64 | +̂ |46〉 = 2d(1 − d)+ (2.12a)

�
(1)
�(
= 〈64 | +̂ |64〉 − 〈64 | +̂ |46〉 = 0 (2.12b)

Hence, in both geometries � (1)
(

consists of the sum of the interactions between

ground and excited state permanent dipole moments, 〈64 | +̂ |64〉 and between the transition

dipole moments,〈64 | +̂ |46〉. This is quite different from the Kasha/Frenkel theory which

includes only the transition dipole interactions. Interestingly, in the ESM both 〈64 | +̂ |64〉
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and 〈64 | +̂ |46〉 are equal to d(1 − d)+ so that they add constructively to determine the

energy of the symmetric excited state. In marked contrast, � (1)
�(

is exactly zero, due

to the complete cancellation of the permanent dipole-dipole interactions and transition

dipole-dipole interactions. The interference can be best appreciated in the limit where

the two chromophores are well-separated, ' � ;. In this case, invoking the point dipole

approximation leads to the first-order corrected symmetric state energy,

�
(1)
(
= ±(`66`44 + `

2
64)
(1 − 32>B2\)
4cYY0'

3
(2.13)

where the “+” sign corresponds to GI and the “-” sign to GII. Note that from equation (1.11),

`66`44 = `
2
64 = d(1 − d)4

2
;
2. Hence, in either geometry, the two terms in equation (2.13)

are exactly equal and constructively interfere to give 2d(1 − d)+ , but with opposite signs

for V in GI and GII (see figure 2.1). In the antisymmetric state the two terms cancel exactly,

leaving no first order correction in either geometry.

An accurate measure of the intermolecular coupling is the difference between the

bright and dark state excitation energies, denoted as Δ�−� ≡ �� − �� . For the two

geometries Δ�−� is given by,

Δ�−� = �( − ��( = 2d(1 − d)+ GI (2.14a)

Δ�−� = ��( − �( = −2d(1 − d)+ GII (2.14b)

The magnitude, |Δ�−� | = 2d(1 − d) |+ | is often referred to as the excitation band-

width, or “exciton” bandwidth in the case of the Frenkel model (from which Kasha’s

scheme is based). Interestingly, in both the Kasha and ESM models the bandwidths are

exactly equivalent to first order, and due entirely to the transition dipole-dipole interactions.

However, the spectral shifts can be quite different, as we will see in greater detail below.
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Figure 2.3. Kasha/Frenkel energy level diagrams for GI H-dimers and GI J-dimers.
The unperturbed ground states of the monomer and dimer were aligned for clarity.
The shifts and splittings are identical for the GII J- and H-dimers where the antisymmetric
excited state (AS) becomes the bright state while the coupling, V, changes sign.

2.4 H- and J-aggregates in Weakly-Coupled Push-Pull Chromophores

Based on the first-order energy Coulombic interactions from the last Section we now

consider H- and J-dimers of push-pull chromophores in both the GI and GII geometries of

figure 2.1 , and compare them to conventional Kasha H- and J-dimers. As we will show,

the differences between the ESM and Kasha models can be quite dramatic, but only in the

polyene limit.

Geometry I figure 2.3 shows the energy level diagrams for the Kasha GI dimers

which derive from Frenkel exciton theory.9 In GI, the oscillator strength from the ground

state is confined to the transition to the symmetric (bright) excited state (|66〉 → |64〉(),

while the antisymmetric state remains dark. In H-aggregates the chromophores are ori-

ented side-by-side making the Coulombic interaction V positive in GI. In J-aggregates

the chromophores are oriented in a more head-to-tail fashion such that V becomes neg-

ative. In the Kasha model the symmetric and antisymmetric states split symmetrically
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around the monomer excited state, with the bright state shifted by the first order energy

contribution, 〈64 | +̂ |46〉 , dictated entirely by transition dipole charge distributions. The

aggregate-monomer spectral shift is then,

Δ
 ,��

�−" = d(1 − d)+ Kasha GI (2.15)

(see discussion following equation (2.12b)) and is manifest experimentally as a blue-shift

for H-dimers (V>0) and a red-shift for J-dimers (V<0) relative to the monomer. The exciton

bandwidth, |Δ�−� |, from equation (2.14a). is 2d(1 − d) |+ | . Note that the Kasha model

does not account for permanent dipole-dipole interactions.

In ESM GI dimers, the aggregate-monomer spectral shift, Δ���−" ≡ �( − �66 − �" ,

accounts for the first order energy changes of the bright symmetric state as well as the

ground state. Subtracting the first-order shift in equation (2.10a). from equation (2.12a) we

obtain

Δ
��
�−" = 2d(1 − d)+ − d2

+ = d(2 − 3d)+ ESM GI (2.16)

Although the sign of the spectral shift is consistent with the Kasha model (positive

for H- and negative for J-aggregates), the magnitude of the shift in equation (2.16) generally

differs from the Kasha shift in equation (2.15), as can be appreciated from figure 2.4 (top).

The figure shows that the overall spectral shift is equal to a contribution from the permanent

dipole-dipole (P-P) interactions, d(1 − d)+ − d2
+(shown in the middle diagrams), and the

“Kasha” contribution due to the transition dipole-dipole (T-T) interactions, 2d(1 − d)+ .

Here, the P-P interactions occur between ground state permanent dipole moments leading

to a ground-state (gg) level shift, −d2
+ (which reduces to equation (2.11a) in the point

dipole limit) and between the ground and excited state permanent dipole moments leading

to a level shift, d(1 − d)+ , of both ge and eg excited states (which reduces to the first term

in equation (2.13) in the limit of point dipoles). Generally, the P-P interactions lead to an
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additional blue-shift for GI H-aggregates and an additional red-shift in GI J-aggregates. We

point out that the importance of the interactions between permanent dipoles in determining

the optical absorption frequency in aggregates of polar dyes has been previously recog-

nized.can be expressed as16,18,23,26,35 Interestingly, the exciton bandwidth, |Δ�−� |, remains

equal to 2d(1 − d) |+ | for both ESM and Kasha dimers (see equation (2.14a)). figure 2.4

further shows that in the GI dimer, the energy of the antisymmetric state, which is dark,

remains unaffected to first order (this remains true for higher orders as well).

In the cyanine limit (d = 0.5), the spectral shift arising from just the P-P interactions

vanishes, since d(1 − d)+ − d2
+ = 0. Hence, the ESM and Kasha/Frenkel model predict

identical spectral shifts, Δ���−" = Δ
 
�−" = +/4 . Conceptually, the P-P shift is zero because

both the ground (gg) excited states (ge and eg) have 50% D+A− character and are thus

stabilized equally by interactions between just the permanent dipole moments. However,

once d deviates from 0.5 the P-P interactions induce a nonzero spectral shift which adds

to the conventional T-T shift. As d approaches zero (and the ionic character of the ground

state decreases) one can readily appreciate from figure 2.4 (top) that the spectral blue-shift

of the ESM GI H-aggregate (or red-shift in the J-aggregate) becomes twice as large as the

Kasha shift, Δ���−" ≈ 2Δ �−" .

Finally, we briefly mention the situation for monomers with mainly zwitterionic

ground states (d > 0.5) which can also be deduced from figure 2.4. In this case, the

spectral shifts in GI dimers can actually directly oppose and dominate the Kasha shifts.

For example, for GI H- and J-dimers with d > 2/3 the spectral shift from equation (2.16)

becomes negative for H-dimers and positive for J-dimers, i.e. red-shifted H-aggregates and

blue-shifted J-aggregates. Here the sign is driven primarily by the P-P interactions which

dominate the T-T interactions. Such blue-shifted J-aggregates were initially suggested to

account for the photophysics of W-(n-hexadecyl)quinolinium tricyanoquinodimethanide by

Terenziani and Painelli.19
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Figure 2.4. Energy level diagram for monomers (M) and dimers (D) under the ESM.
Each diagram shows themonomer levels (left). the dimer levels including only permanent
dipole-dipole, P-P, interactions (middle) and the sum of the P-P and transition dipole-dipole,
T-T, interactions (right) for H and J-aggregates in Geometries I and II. The highest energy
dimer level (ee) is not included. Note that in all cases the excitation bandwidth, |Δ�−� | is
unchanged from the Kasha value (see figure 2.3). All shifts are relative to the monomer in
a nonpolar solvent. Finally, the unperturbed ground states of the monomer and dimer were
aligned for clarity.
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Geometry II Energy level diagrams for the ESM dimers in the GII geometry are

shown in figure 2.4 (bottom). In contrast to the GI dimers, in the GII dimers the bright

state is now the antisymmetric state while the dark state is the symmetric state. Moreover,

in GII dimers the Coulomb coupling V changes sign compared to GI – for example, in the

side-by-side (H) geometry, the negative sign for V is readily appreciated from figure 2.1

for \ = c/2. Because of the simultaneous change in state symmetry and the sign of V,

the Kasha model predicts exactly the same photophysical behaviors for GI and GII dimers.

However, because V is now negative for H and positive for J aggregates, the Kasha shifts

are,

Δ
 ,���

�−" = −d(1 − d)+ Kasha GII (2.17)

The aggregate-monomer shift for ESMGII dimers, derived from the first order shifts

in equation (2.10a) and equation (2.12b),is given by,

Δ
���
�−" = ��( − �66 − �" = −d

2
+ ESM GII (2.18)

The GII shift is quite different from the GI shift in equation (2.16) as well as the

Kasha shift in equation (2.17) . As depicted in figure 2.4, the excited state energy shift due to

P-P interactions, d(1− d)+ , is exactly cancelled by the T-T shift for the bright (AS) excited

state, leaving only a net shift of −d2
+ from ground state P-P interactions. This scenario is

consistent with the fact that the bright, antisymmetric exciton undergoes no energy shift due

to intermolecular interactions (see equation (2.12b) ). The magnitude of the H-aggregate

blue-shift (and J-aggregate red-shift) is therefore just d2 |+ | which is generally smaller than

the Kasha spectral shifts in equation (2.17). This is graphically depicted in figure 2.2. For

example, as d tends towards zero, we have

|Δ����−" | � 2|Δ�� | Polyene limit (2.19)
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Hence, in GII H- and J-aggregates with small d (the polyene limit) the spectral

shifts |Δ�−" |, which scale as d2, are much smaller than the excitation bandwidth, |Δ�−� |,

which scales as d. For GII H-aggregates this arises because the large red-shift induced

by P-P interactions – which occurs because the excited state with larger D+A− character

is stabilized greater than the ground state - is compensated by the blue-shift from the T-T

interactions giving an overall blue-shift that is much smaller than that predicted by Kasha

despite identical bandwidths. Similar arguments can be made to understand the first-order

Kasha deviations in GII J-dimers.

As for GI dimers, for GII dimers in the cyanine limit (d = 0.5) the exact Kasha shifts

are recovered,

|Δ����−" | = |Δ
 ,���

�−" | Cyanine limit (2.20)

Since the bandwidths are similarly equal, we have that in the cyanine limit of the ESM the

spectral properties of GI and GII aggregates are identical to Kasha aggregates.

For monomers with mostly zwitterionic ground states (d > 0.5) the spectral shifts in

GII dimers can greatly exceed the Kasha shifts, as can be appreciated by taking the limit that

approaches unity in equation (2.18) . In this limit, the large blue-shift (+|V|) in H-dimers

and the large red-shift in J-dimers (-V) is entirely due to the enhanced stabilization of the

ground state (gg) due to P-P interactions, with the conventional T-T component vanishing.

To obtain the absorption spectra we used the expression,

�(�) =
∑
U

�U6 | 〈6 | ˆ̀ |k
(U)〉 |24G?(−

(� − �U6)
2

f
2

) (2.21)

Here, �U6 is the energy difference between the excited state |k (U)〉 and the ground

state |6〉, 2f is the Gaussian line width (at the 1/e point), and ˆ̀ is the transition dipole

moment operator.
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Figure 2.5. Calculated absorption spectra for strongly-coupled GI H-dimers(a) and
GII J-dimers (b) composed of monomers in the cyanine limit (d= 0.5). Molecular
parameters: [ = 0, C = 70002<−1, ℏlE81 = 14002<−1 and _2

= 2.
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2.5 Dimer Absorption Spectra: Vibrational Signatures

In this section we present numerical calculations of the absorption spectra for H-

and J-dimers in both the GI and GII configurations. Simulated spectra are based on the

ESM Hamiltonian in equation (2.1) and hence include also the effects of vibronic coupling

involving the vinyl stretching mode with energy, 1400 2<−1. We utilize a basis set that

includes up to 10 vibrational quanta in both of the nuclear wells in figure 1.8b. Results

for the polyene and cyanine limits are shown in figure 2.6 and figure 2.7, respectively,

using a diabatic Huang-Rhys factor of _2
= 2.0, with all of the remaining single-molecule

parameters corresponding to the monomers shown in figure 1.9. Importantly, the effective

or adiabatic HR factor is _2
4 5 5 ≈ 1 in the polynene limit and _2

4 5 5 ≈ 0 in the cyanine limit.

Polyene Limit In the polyene limit the vibronic structure is quite pronounced.

The GI H- and J-dimers (figure 2.6a,b) undergo the expected blue and red spectral shifts,

respectively, relative to the monomer. In both cases the entire vibronic progression is

shifted, but by an amount significantly less than that predicted from equation (2.16) since the

electronic coupling is diminished by the Franck-Condon factors corresponding to _2
4 5 5 ≈ 1.

Importantly, the vibronic peak intensities are redistributed with increasing coupling in a

manner very similar to what has been established for vibronic Frenkel excitons:32 The ratio

of the oscillator strengths of the first two vibronic peaks ( �1/�2 in the figure) decreases

with increasing coupling (V) in the GI H-dimer, while increasing with |V| in the J-dimer.

The situation is strikingly different for GII (bottom row) where the spectral shifts

completely defy the Kasha scheme. The H-dimer– which is unambiguously defined by

the bright state being higher in energy than the dark state –now red-shifts with increasing

coupling, opposite to what was predicted in the last Section when vibronic coupling is

neglected. There, it was shown that the spectrum undergoes a weak first-order blue-shift,

d
2 |+ | , which is only 60 2<−1 when + = −2ℏlE81 (cyan curve in figure 2.6c). Hence, the

red-shift observed in figure 2.6c arises from vibronic coupling, - more specifically, the red-
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Figure 2.6. Absorption spectra for H- and J-dimers in the GI (top row) and GII
(bottom row) orientations calculated from the eigenstates and energies of the vibronic
Hamiltonian in equation (1.14) using equation (2.21). In all spectra the monomer
is in the polyene limit with d = 0.15. Molecular parameters:[ = 2C = 104

2<
−1 with

ℏlE81 = 14002<−1 and _2
= 2.
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shift arises from interband coupling between the two lowest vibronic bands, similar to what

occurs in the Frenkel model.36 Although the effect is small, it is still sufficiently to overtake

for the extremely weak blue shift d2 |+ |, arising from the pure electronic coupling. However,

as shown below, increasing the coupling beyond the perturbation regime eventually leads

to a vanishing of peak �1 and then a clear blue shift of the remainder of the spectrum (see

next Section), consistent with H-aggregation.

Equally surprising is the very slight blue-shift experienced by the GII J-dimer in

figure 2.6d, also defying the weak red-shift, −d2
+ , predicted in the last Section when

vibronic coupling is absent. However, the spectral shift is so small (relative to the line

width) that perhaps a better description of the GII J-dimer is an “unshifted” J-aggregate.

We emphasize that the small spectral shift observed for the GII J-dimer does not imply

a weak bandwidth, as Δ�−� is identical in both GI and GII dimers (see figure 2.3 and

figure 2.4). As can be appreciated from figure 2.4 (bottom), in the GII J-dimer the dark state

strongly blue-shifts (instead of the bright state red-shifting as in the Kasha scheme) in order

to maintain Δ�−� .Finally, we note that the small blue shift in the GII J-dimer is maintained

even when the coupling is very strong as is demonstrated in the following Section.

Although the spectral shifts in the GII dimers of figure 2.6c,d are at total odds

with the conventional Kasha shifts, the vibronic signatures remain faithful indicators of H-

or J-aggregation. Hence, in both GI and GII orientations, the �1/�2 ratio is reduced in

H-dimers and enhanced in J-dimers as the coupling |V| increases.

Cyanine Limit The spectral behavior in the cyanine limit is depicted in figure 2.7.

Here, the spectral shifts agree very well with the Kasha scheme; both in sign and magnitude,

independent of geometry type (GI or GII); a blue shift is experienced by an H-dimer and a

red-shift is experienced by a J-dimer. Recall when d = 0.5 the magnitude of (first-order)

ESM spectral shifts of GI and GII dimers as well as the shift of the Kasha dimer are all equal

to 0.25|V| (see equations (2.15) to (2.18) ). Although the spectral shifts in equation (2.16)
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Figure 2.7. Absorption spectra for H- and J-dimers in the GI (top row) and GII
(bottom row) orientations calculated from the eigenstates and energies of the vibronic
Hamiltonian in equation (1.14) using equation (2.21). In all spectra the monomer is
in the cyanine limit with d = 0.5. (Molecular parameters:[ = 0, t = 7x103

2<
−1 with

ℏlE81 = 14002<−1 and _2
= 2.
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and equation (2.18) are strictly valid when vibronic coupling is absent, they nevertheless,

also apply well when vibronic coupling is included, as can be deduced from the spectral

shifts in figure 2.7 when |V| is approximately less than 2lE81. This arises because in the

cyanine limit vibronic coupling is seriously compromised as the effective HR factor is driven

to zero (see equation (1.14)). Hence, all of the first-order results of the previous Section

are also valid when vibronic coupling is present as long as is close to 0.5. This is probably

the reason Frenkel exciton theory and the Kasha scheme are so successful in explaining the

aggregate photophysics of the pseudoisocyanine halides.37

2.6 Strong Coupling

In this section we briefly visit the regime of strong coupling where truly exotic

nonKashsa behavior exists. A straightforward way to appreciate the changeover from

the weak to strong coupling regimes is through the plots of the four energy values (�66,

�(,��(,�44) as a function of the Coulomb coupling V as shown in figure 2.8, in the

polyene and cyanine limits, respectively. The energies were obtained numerically from

the Hamiltonian in equation (2.1) but without vibronic coupling. (Hence, the first-order

corrected energies agree with those obtained in Section IV). As readily appreciated from

figure 2.8, a positive value for V indicates either a GI H-aggregate or a GII J-aggregate,

while a negative value for V indicates either a GII H-aggregate or a GI J-aggregate. As

shown in the figure, the symmetric states undergo significant changes with V, whereas the

antisymmetric state remains completely unchanged (“flat”), as it cannot interact with the

other three states due to symmetry. Also notable is the sharp drop in the ground state energy

for negative values of V smaller than the value of −2[ , indicated by the vertical dashed

line.

The allowed optical transitions for the four aggregate types (GI H, GI J, GII H, and

GII J) are indicated in figure 2.8 with colored arrows; the black arrow indicates themonomer
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Figure 2.8. Energy levels as a function of intermolecular coupling V in the polyene
limit (top) and cyanine limit (bottom). In the polyene limit: [ = 2C = 104

2<
−1 while in

the cyanine limit [ = 0 and t = 7x103
2<
−1. Vibronic coupling is not included.
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transition (V=0). One can appreciate the aggregate-monomer spectral shift as a function

of V by mentally sliding each arrow horizontally along the x-axis and comparing its length

to the black monomer transition arrow. For example, the “nonshifting” GII J-aggregate

from the last Section is seen to remain only very slightly red-shifted out to arbitrarily large

values of V. (The sign of the shift changes when vibronic coupling is included, see below).

Moreover, the spectral blue-shift of theGIH-aggregate is also seen to converge for largeV, in

contrast to the Kasha-Frenkel predictions where the shift increases linearly without bound.

One can also appreciate the practically unshifted GII H-aggregate, but only in the polyene

limit for coupling values satisfying, −2[ < + < 0 . However, as V becomes increasing

negative + � −2[ the blue shift increases rapidly without bound due to the precipitous

drop in the ground state energy . Quite surprisingly, the unbounded blue- shift occurs also

for the GI J-aggregate, at complete odds with the Kasha scheme where J-aggregates are

universally red-shifted. The strong-field behavior exists also in the cyanine limit ([ = 0) of

figure 2.8 (bottom), except that the divergent point occurs at + = −2[ = 0.

All of these exceptional behaviors aswell as the significance of the coupling strength,

+ = −2[ can be understood from the structure of the electronic component of the dimer

Hamiltonian in equation (2.1). Neglecting vibronic coupling, one can write the Hamiltonian

in a symmetry-adapted diabatic basis set as,

�̂
4;
38<4A = [ |#/〉�( 〈#/ |�( +


|##〉 |#/〉( |//〉
0 −

√
2C 0

−
√
2C [ −

√
2C

0 −
√
2C 2[ ++

 (2.22)

Here, the symmetry-adapted diabatic states are,

|#/〉( =
1
√
2
( |#/〉 + f̂ |#/〉) (2.23a)

|#/〉�( =
1
√
2
( |#/〉 − f̂ |#/〉) (2.23b)
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where, f̂ is the inversion operator for GII dimers and the translation operator for GI dimers,

see the discussion following equation (2.7). equation (2.22) shows that the Coulomb

coupling is restricted to just a single diagonal term, corresponding to the energy of the

double excited state, |//〉. Hence, increasing V to large positive values, + � C, effectively

decouples |//〉 from the remaining symmetric states. The ground state and (symmetric)

first-excited state are then readily solved for from the “left-over” 2 by 2 matrix, yielding the

convergent transition energy for the GI H - aggregate observed in figure 2.8,

lim
+�C
(�( − �66) =

√
[

2 + 8C2 GI, H (2.24)

Note that the energy is greater than the monomer transition energy, �" =
√
[

2 + 4C2

, from equation (1.10). Hence, the GI H-aggregate remains blue-shifted (Δ���−" > 0 )

for very large and positive intermolecular couplings, V. For the GII J-aggregate (also with

positive V) the one-photon allowed transition is from the same symmetric ground state,

but terminates on the antisymmetric excited state as depicted in figure 2.8. The convergent

transition energy is then,

lim
+�C
(��( − �66) =

[

2
+ 1

2

√
[

2 + 8C2 GII, J (2.25)

which is smaller than EM and hence red-shifted (Δ����−" < 0) from the monomer. However,

the shift, Δ����−" , is small in the polyene limit, converging to the value of approximately

-500 2<−1 when [ = 2C = 104
2<
−1 as in figure 2.8 (top). In the cyanine limit in figure 2.8

(bottom) the shift is larger, converging to (
√
2 − 2)C ≈ −42002<−1 .

The case of negative V is quite different. When, + < −2[ the diagonal energy of

|//〉 , + + 2[, becomes negative (assuming, as we have done so far, that [ is positive) so

that |//〉 replaces |##〉 as the diabatic ground state. In the limit + � −2[ the adiabatic

ground state tends towards |//〉 , which is effectively decoupled from the remaining two

symmetric states. This is responsible for the strong negative dip in the ground state energy
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observed in figure 2.8 and the subsequent very large blue-shift in both the GII H and GI

J-aggregates. Straightforward analysis shows that for GI, J-dimers the transition energy

converges to,

lim
+�−2[

(�( − �66) =
[

2
+ 1

2

√
[

2 + 8C2 + |+ | GI, J (2.26)

while for GII, H-dimers (where the antisymmetric state becomes the bright state) the

transition energy converges to,

lim
+�−2[

(��( − �66) = [ + |+ | GII, H (2.27)

2.7 Vibronic Signatures of Strong Coupling

Figure 2.9 shows how the absorption spectrum of GII H and GI J-dimers – both

characterized by negative values of electrostatc coupling V - evolves with increasing inter-

molecular coupling, |V|. Spectra correspond to the polyene limit for monomers parameter-

ized as in figure 1.9. Spectra were evaluated by numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian

in equation (2.1). With the effective HR factor of approximately unity from equation (1.14).

the monomer spectrum (black dash) shows clear vibronic structure with roughly equal �1

and �2 intensities. Beginning with the GII H-dimer in figure 2.9, initally, the spectrum

red-shifts as already described in the previous Section (see figure 2.6c), with the intensity

of �1 dropping rapidly while the intensity of �2 rises. Eventially �1 effectively vanishes

resulting in a strongly blue-shifted H-aggregate dominated by peak �2. Interestingly, when

+ = −2[ the vibronic structure almost entirely vanishes and the spectral shift approaches

the value obtained from figure 2.8 without vibronic coupling. It is quite fascinating that

such cyanine-like behavior evolves from a monomer clearly in the polyene limit. For very

large values of |V| with + � −2[ the spectrum very strongly blue-shifts, regaining the

vibronic structure of the monomer.
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Figure 2.9. Absorption spectra for a GII H-dimer (top) and a GI J-dimer (bottom)
both of which have negative values for V. Calculated from the eigenstates and energies
of the vibronic Hamiltonian in equation (1.14) using equation (2.21). In all spectra the
polyene limit is assumed with d = 0.15. (Molecular parameters:[ = 2C = 104

2<
−1 with

ℏlE81 = 14002<−1 and _2
= 2.
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For GII H-dimers the antisymmetric state |#/〉�( is bright. The shift of the asso-

ciated symmetric-mode harmonic well is given by
√
2_/2 . Since the shift of the ground

state |//〉 harmonic well is
√
2_, the effective Huang-Rhys factor for the optically allowed

|//〉 → |#/〉�( transition is simply given by

lim
+�−2[

_
2
4 5 5 = _

2/2 ��� (2.28)

When + = −2[ the vibronic structure in the absorption spectrum is effectively

eliminated independent of d. In this case, the system is driven to the cyanine limit by

intermolecular interactions even when starting in the polynene limit as demonstrated in

figure 2.9. When V decreases well below −2[ vibronic stucture is recovered but with a

reduced effective HR factor which tends to ≈ _2/2, see equation (2.28).

In GI J-dimers the bright state is symmetric and is therefore given by |41〉. Further-

more, the ground state in the limit of large, negative coupling is |//〉. Hence, the effective

HR factor for the |//〉 → |41〉 transition can be deduced from the difference in the ground

and excited state well-minima: for the state |//〉 , The harmonic well is shifted by
√
2_.

The shift for the harmonic well associated with state |41〉 is given by d3 (
√
2_/2), where d3

comes from the admixture of the state |#/〉(, and the factor
√
2_/2 is the shift experienced

by the symmetric-mode potential well corresponding to |#/〉(. Hence, the effective HR

factor corresponding to the |//〉 → |41〉 transition is given by

lim
+�−2[

_
2
4 5 5 = 2_2(1 − d3/2)

2
�� (2.29)

TheGI J-dimer in figure 2.9 initially red-shifts with |V|, as expected for a J-aggregate,

but also displays practically no vibronic structure when + = −2[ Even more surprising is

the eventual turn-around to a very strong blue-shift when the coupling stength becomes

much larger than −2[ , with a dramatic increase in vibronic coupling. In the limit of very

large |V|, the effective HR factor for the strongly blue-shifted GI J-aggregate is,
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Figure 2.10. Absorption spectra for a GI H-dimer (top) and a GII J-dimer (bottom)
both of which have positive values for V. Calculated from the eigenstates and energies
of the vibronic Hamiltonian in equation (1.14) using equation (2.21). In all spectra the
polyene limit is assumed with d = 0.15. (Molecular parameters:[ = 2C = 104

2<
−1 with

ℏlE81 = 14002<−1 and _2
= 2.
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lim
+�−2[

_
2
4 5 5 = 2_2(1 − d/2)2 ≈ 3.44 (2.30)

Finally, we show in figure 2.12 the absorption spectrum of the GI H-aggregate and

GII J-aggregate (where V is now a positive quantity) in the strong coupling limit. The

figure show how the GI H-aggregate continues to blue shift as the peak intensity ratio

�1/�2 diminishes, not very different from what occurs under the vibronic Frenkel model.

However, the GII J-aggregate is quite unusual as it remains practically unshifted even when

V is very large. For completeness, we show the corresponding strong field spectra from

monomers in the cyanine limit in figure 2.5 and figure 2.11.

2.8 Comparison to Experiment: Merocyanine GII Dimers

In what follows we compare our theoretical predictions with experimental results,

which requires aggregate systems with defined size and orientation of the chromophores.

For this, we use bis(merocyanine) 2 as a model system for an H-aggregate with GII ar-

rangement (figure 2.13b top).34,38 In this molecule two dipolar merocyanine chromophores

are covalently linked by a diphenylacetylene spacer moiety enabling a folding process in

non-polar solvents driven by electrostatic interactions between the ground state dipole mo-

ments of the D-A chromophores (figure 2.13b top). In this way, well-defined -stacks with

an antiparallel orientation of the ground state dipole moments are obtained – i.e. Geometry

II - which has been confirmed by in-depth nuclear magnetic resonance studies (NMR) in

previous work.34

In figure 2.13, the experimental absorption spectrum of the monomeric reference

dye 1 and the folded bis(merocyanine) 2 dye in 1,4-dioxane are reproduced from ref.[38]

The monomer exhibits an absorption maximum at 18600 2<−1 with vibronic progression,

which is well reproduced by our ESM simulations (blue dotted line) using electronic and

vibrational parameters reported in the figure caption. Importantly, as was demonstrated
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Figure 2.11. Calculated absorption spectra for strongly-coupled GII H-dimers(a)
and GI J-dimers (b) composed of monomers in the cyanine limit (d= 0.5). Molecular
parameters: [ = 0, C = 70002<−1, ℏlE81 = 14002<−1 and _2

= 2.
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Figure 2.12. Absorption spectra for a GI H-dimer (top) and a GII J-dimer (bottom)
both of which have positive values for V. Calculated from the eigenstates and energies
of the vibronic Hamiltonian in equation (1.14) using equation (2.21). In all spectra the
polyene limit is assumed with d = 0.15. (Molecular parameters:[ = 2C = 104

2<
−1 with

ℏlE81 = 14002<−1 and _2
= 2.
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Figure 2.13. Comparisons between simulations and experiments from the geometries.
a) Top: Neutral (N) and zwitterionic (Z) resonance structure of reference merocyanine
1. The bold single-headed arrow indicates the ground state dipole moment of the chro-
mophore. Bottom: Experimental (blue solid line, 1,4-dioxane, 295 K, 4x10˘6M) and
simulated (dotted line) absorption spectrum of merocyanine 1. b) Top: Chemical structure
of bis(merocyanine) 2 and schematic illustration of the folding process in non-polar solvents
resulting in a double -stack with antiparallel orientation of the ground state dipole moments.
Bottom: Experimental (green solid line, 1,4-dioxane, 295 K, 4G10˘6 M) and simulated ab-
sorption spectra of folded bis(merocyanine) 2 assuming a GII (green dotted line) and GI
(magenta dotted line) arrangement of the chromophores. The black dashed line indicates
the position of the absorption maximum of monomeric merocyanine 1 (denoted by M).
For the simulations, the following parameters were used: C = 86002<−1, [ = 70252<−1,
ℏlE81 = 12002<−1 and _2

= 2.0. (d = 0.31). In addition, an interchromophoric distance of
3.5Åwas assumed for the dimer spectra and the Coulomb coupling was screened by a factor
of 3.5 resulting in an effective coupling of + = −80882<−1 for GII and + = 80882<−1 in
the case of GI, respectively.
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in ref.[38] , the absorption spectrum only weakly depends on solvent polarity, thereby

justifying our neglect of the solvent reorganization contribution to the transition energy.

In contrast, the absorption spectrum of folded bis(merocyanine) 2 shows a hypsochromic

shift (Δ ã = 12002<−1) of the main peak with respect to the spectrum of merocyanine 1

indicating H-type coupling between the chromophores. Furthermore, two additional side-

bands at lower and higher energies can be observed, with the low-energy peak being slightly

bathochromically shifted in comparison to the main absorption peak of reference dye 1

(indicated by the black dashed line).

In ref. [33] we found that a three-state ESM including a bridge state was necessary to

reproduce the absorption spectral line shapes as well as the permanent and transition dipole

moments in the merocyanine complexes in figure 2.13. Here, we apply our simple two-

state D-A model to demonstrate its ability to capture the essence of the absorption spectral

line shape and especially the spectral shift. However, the two-state model falls short of

reproducing the ground state dipole moment which is measured to be approximately 13.

6D39 – roughly half the dipole moment of the zwitterion (el = 26 D) in figure 2.13a. The

parameters reported in figure 2.13 (caption) were those which best reproduced the spectra

while maintaining the greatest ground state dipole moment. We obtain d = 0.31 which

places the merocyanine roughly between the polyene and cyanine limits. However, with

this value of the dipole moment of the ground state is, d ∗ 26� = 8�. (A good fit of the

dipole moment requires d = 0.5 but this value would result in a cyanine monomer spectrum

with no vibronic structure and hence at odds with the recorded spectrum in figure 2.13).

For the simulation of the -stack an interchromophoric distance of 3.5Åwas assumed,

in accordance with results obtained from DFT calculations.38 The Coulomb coupling was

screened by a factor of 3.5 in order to account for solvent effects as well as a presumably

overestimation of the coupling strength by employing integer charges instead of more

delocalized charge densities. The resulting value of V is V = –8088 2<−1 for geometry
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II. The simulated absorption spectrum of the -stack (figure 2.13b bottom, green dotted

line) is in good agreement with the experimental absorption spectrum showing one intense

absorption peak with two side bands arising from vibronic coupling as investigated in our

earlier work.38

Neglecting vibronic coupling, we evaluated the spectral shift for the bis merocyanine

complex using d = 0.31. We obtained a blue shift of 1100 2<−1 when V = –8088 2<−1,

very close to the experimental value of 1200 2<−1, but somewhat larger than the first-order

result, -d2
+ = 7802<−1 for GII H-aggregates. However, since the bright excited state in

GII H-dimers is antisymmetric it is completely independent of V (see figure 2.8a). Hence,

the observed hypsochromic shift of the absorption maximum is almost entirely due to the

stabilization of the ground state. Adding vibronic coupling results in only an additional 100

2<
−1 to the blue shift.

We have also calculated the absorption spectrum for geometry I merocyanine dimers

employing the same parameters as for geometry II, but with a positive Coulomb coupling of

V=+8088 2<−1 (figure 2.13magenta dotted line). Notably, a significantly larger blue-shift is

observed with respect to the spectrum of geometry II, consistent with our first-order analysis

(see equation (2.16).) and due to the pronounced destabilization of the symmetric excited

state characteristic of GI H-dimers. Hence, whereas the hypsochromic shift for geometry

II is mainly due to a stabilization of the ground state (the energy of the antisymmetric

excited state is unaffected by intermolecular coupling), the blue-shift for geometry I is

caused by a destabilization of the symmetric excited state. Remarkably, the Kasha model

does not distinguish between the two different arrangements since the coupling is described

as the Coulomb interaction between the transition dipole moments, which is the same for

both geometries. Interestingly, the blue-shift evaluated from the Kasha/Frenkel model lies

midway between the ESM GI and GII estimates, i.e. between 1200 2<−1 and 2400 2<−1.
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2.9 Discussion/Conclusion

In this work we showed how the ESM for aggregates of highly-polarizable donor-

acceptor chromophores can, under certain conditions, lead to marked divergences from the

conventional Kasha interpretation of aggregation-induced spectral shifts. We considered the

more common case where the monomer ground state has a minority zwitterionic component

(d ≤ 0.5) although the energy level diagram in figure 2.4 can be used to understand

zwitterionic dyes as well (0.5 < d ≤ 1). For slip-stack H- and J-dimers composed of D-A

chromophores the magnitude and sign of the spectral shifts agree exactly with the Kasha’s

model in the cyanine limit (d = 0.5, see equation (1.8)), as long as the intermolecular

coupling is weak enough to be treated perturbatively. This is a result of the ground (g)

and excited (e) monomer states having equal permanent dipole moments (`66 = `44 see

equation (1.11).) so that the permanent dipole-dipole interactions (P-P) have no impact on

the transition energy, as can be appreciated from figure 2.4. Hence, in the cyanine limit

the overall aggregate-monomer spectral shift, Δ�−" , derives entirely from the interacting

transition dipole moments (T-T) consistent with Kasha’s model. Furthermore, since the T-T

interaction is the sole contributor to the excitation bandwidth, |Δ�−� |, the latter also agrees

exactly with the Kasha model.

As the ground state ionicity, d, decreases into the polyene limit, divergences between

the ESM and Kasha spectral shifts become apparent. When d < 0.5, the ground state

permanent dipole moment is smaller than the excited state dipole moment, so that both P-P

interactions and T-T interactions contribute to Δ�−" . As demonstrated in figure 2.4, the

P-P contribution leads to an increase in |Δ�−" | in GI dimers but a decrease in |Δ�−" |in

GII dimers. As d approaches zero, GI dimers experience a spectral shift which is twice as

large as the Kasha shift;Δ���−" = 2Δ �−" = 2d(1 − d)+ , whereas GII dimers experience

a spectral shift (Δ����−" = −d2
+ ) which vanishes compared to the Kasha shift. Δ����−" also

vanishes relative to the separation between bright and dark states, |Δ�−� | (= 2d(1− d) |+ | ).
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Hence, in GII H-dimers a slight blue-shift belies a much larger bandwidth because the dark

state is strongly red-shifted, while in GII J-dimers a slight red-shift belies a much larger

bandwidth because the dark state is strongly blue-shifted.

After incorporating vibronic coupling into the Hamiltonian, we showed that the

vibronic spectral signatures derived from Frenkel exciton theory10,32 carry over to the ESM

in theweak coupling regime. In particular, the oscillator strength ratio, �1/�2 , involving the

first two vibronic peaks in the vibronic progression decreases in an H-aggregate (relative

to the monomer ratio) but increases in a J-aggregate, with H- and J-aggregates defined

unambiguously through the relative energies of the bright and dark excited states. Hence,

the vibronic ratio is a faithful indicator of H- and J-aggregation even when the spectral

shifts defy the Kasha scheme. This is particularly evident in GII H-dimers in the polyene

limit where a weak red-shift results from vibronic coupling (see figure 2.6c) although the

diminished ratio, �1/�2, correctly indicates H-aggregation (the dark state lies below the

bright state). This reliability of vibronic signatures in assigning H- and J-aggregates was

also found to hold in the case of quadrupolar D-A-D dimers,30,31 and in D-A dimers and

tetramers when bridge states are incorporated.38

The ESM model was also shown to successfully account for the absorption spectral

line shapes of a merocyanine monomer and H-dimer with anti-parallel dipole moments

(GII) , see figure 2.13. In particular the blue-shift of 1200 2<−1 of the dimer relative to

the monomer as well as the vibronic structure were reproduced theoretically. Interactions

within the dimer had to be treated nonperturbatively in order to capture the magnitude of the

blue-shift, which was shown to be twice as large if one assumed the GI geometry. However,

the simple two-state model developed here cannot simultaneously account for the measured

permanent dipole moments of the ground and excited states of the monomer, necessitating

the inclusion of a third state – the bridge state- as was shown in ref.[38].
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In the strong coupling limit divergences form the Kasha model are even more pro-

found and occur independent of d, i.e. in both the polyene and cyanine limits. One striking

example is the strongly blue-shifted GI J-aggregate depicted in figure 2.9b. Here, the

paradoxical blue-shift derives from the strong increase in the ionicity and subsequent stabi-

lization of the ground state as the intermolecular coupling V attains large negative values;

in the limit,+ � −2[, the ground state becomes dominated by the double zwitterionic state

|//〉. We note that blue-shifted J-aggregates were previously predicted in ref.[19] for a

zwitterionic dye with d = 0.80.

We further showed that when + = −2[, the dimer behaves as if no vibronic cou-

pling were present at all. In other words, the strong vibronic progression characteristic

of a monomer in the polyene limit vanishes when + = −2[. The latter point may there-

fore be dubbed the “cyanine” point because it defines the strength of the intermolecular

coupling needed to change the character of the constituent molecules to be cyanine-like:

i.e., each chromophore attains an effective “mean-field” iconicity which is approximately

0.5. The cyanine point requires negative values for V and therefore may only arise in GII

H-aggregates and GI J-aggregates. This unusual behavior is consistent with the early work

of Terenziani and Painelli16 who showed that in a linear aggregate of N D-A chromophores

configured in anti-parallel arrangement (which reduces to a GII H-dimer when N=2) the

mean-field iconicity increases with the magnitude of the intermolecular coupling. In future

work, we will extend our analysis to aggregates with more chromophores (N>2) in order

to further explore the vibronic spectral signatures of H- and J-aggregation in the weak

and strong coupling regimes. One pressing question is the nature of the cyanine point in

larger aggregates. We also wish to investigate the impact of intermolecular charge trans-

fer40 which has been shown to promote H- and J-like behavior in aggregates of nonpolar

chromophores.10,12,41
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CHAPTER 3

DONOR-ACCEPTOR-DONOR(D-A-D) DYES SIMULATION

3.1 Introduction

Squaraine assemblies in the forms of covalently-bound dimers and trimer com-

plexes,42–45 polymers46,47 and crystals48–50 have attracted considerable attention as fun-

damental frameworks for studying aggregate photophysics and exciton transport.51 In

squaraine polymers, for example, the exciton diffusion rate (10–100 ?B
−1), was found

to be significantly larger than in conjugated polymers like MEH-PPV.46 Such rapid trans-

port has been attributed to strong Frenkel exciton coupling derived from transition dipole-

dipole interactions. However, the pioneering work of Painelli and coworkers23,25,26,52,53 has

shown that in aggregates of donor-acceptor-donor (D-A-D) chromophores, which include

the squaraines, the Frenkel exciton model may be overly simplistic, as it does not account

for the significant changes in the ground and excited state electronic charge distributions

in D-A and D-A-D chromophores induced by intermolecular interactions or chromophore-

solvent interactions. For example, in the Frenkel exciton model the permanent dipole or

quadrupole moments corresponding to the molecular ground ((0) and excited ((1) states re-

main fixed and independent of the intermolecular interactions. This is a good approximation

for oligoacene and perylene diimide chromophores where, unlike D-A and D-A-D chro-

mophores, the (0 → (1 transition does not involve significant electron transfer. Painelli and

coworkers23,25,26,52,53 addressed the problem by introducing diabatic “essential” electronic

states for each chromophore, which can mix together to form the molecular (adiabatic)

states in response to intermolecular and chromophore-solvent interactions. Hence, in the

Essential StatesModel (ESM), properties like the ground and excited state permanent dipole

moments can change in response to interactions with other molecules or with the solvent.
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Such sensitivity of the adiabatic molecular states to the environment will likely

impact excitation transfer, which is important for a variety of applications. For example,

D-A-D squaraine molecules are representative of a larger class of push-pull D-A systems,

pivotal for use in organic photovoltaics (OPV), whereby the specific natures of the donor

and acceptor groups allow for energy level tuning,54 so important for minimizing voltage

losses and hence optimizingOPV power conversion efficiency.55,56 Nevertheless, modifying

the donor-acceptor nature of push-pull materials, along with any associated changes in

molecular geometry or packing, will likely affect the rate of energy transfer, which must

be fully understood in order to rationally design fully optimized optoelectronic devices.57

Therefore, an accurate prediction of the influence of molecular structure and associated

crystalline packing on exciton diffusion and energy transfer is critical for optoelectronic

applications.

In order to better understand the fundamental nature of the excited states in D-A-D

aggregates vs. monomers we investigate herein the Davydov splitting (DS) in squaraine

dimers. DS has been observed in the absorption spectra of squaraine dimers, and higher

order assemblies including thin films for OPV,42,48–50,58,59 and is a direct measure of the

intermolecular coupling. It is the aim of the present work to analyze the absorption spectral

line shape in squaraine dimers using the ESM of Painelli and coworkers,23,25,26,52,53 as a first

step in a broader investigation to fundamentally understand the nature of energy transport

in D-A-D complexes.

Photophysical behavior diverging from the predictions of the conventional Kasha

model (which itself is based on Frenkel exciton theory) has been reported for aggregates

of a water-soluble cationic squaraine dye by Belfield and coworkers.60 Such aggregates

show a red-shifted absorption spectrum relative to the monomer (i.e. J-like) but are not

fluorescent (i.e. H-like). Subsequently, Sanyal, et. al.26 and Zheng et. al.30 showed that such

“red-shifted H-aggregates” were natural outcomes of the ESM. Non-Kasha behavior derives
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Figure 3.1. Molecular structures of SQA and SQB.
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from the intermolecular quadrupole-quadrupole interactions which stabilize the one-photon

allowed excited states relative to the aggregate ground state.30 The quadrupole-quadrupole

coupling is the dominant, multipole interaction in symmetric D-A-D chromophores which

possess a center of symmetry.

To better understand the impact of intermolecular interactions on the photophysical

properties, and in particular DS, we use the ESM to analyze one-photon absorption and

photoluminescence in linear (centrosymmetric) and bent (noncentrosymmetric) squaraine

molecules and dimer complexes thereof. The bent form possesses a permanent dipole mo-

ment, and interactions between such dipoles dominate quadrupole-quadrupole interactions.

A study of both linear and bent squaraines therefore potentially leads to important new

manifestations of non-Kasha behavior. Asymmetric D-A-D’ squaraines hosting different

donor groups have been investigated by Shafeekh et. al.,53 who showed that the inverse

(normal) solvatochromism of the absorption (fluorescence) band is due to the inversion of

the permanent dipole moment between the ground and fluorescent state. In this work, we

focus attention on the centrosymmetric SQA and the noncentrosymmetric SQB molecules,

shown in figure 3.1, for which absorption and emission in covalently-bound dimers have

recently been investigated by Röhr et. al.

The ESM for D-A-D chromophores is based on three diabatic electronic states per

chromophore; in chromophores hosting a center of symmetry like SQA (with C2h point

group symmetry), the three states are mixed to create the (adiabatic) ground state, and

one- and two-photon allowed excited states. Hence, the ESM is extremely powerful also

for evaluating the nonlinear response.18,26,61,62 One of the advantages of working with the

bent chromophores like SQB (with C2v point group symmetry) is that optical transitions

are now both one- and two-photon allowed, enabling one to directly parameterize the

ESM using only information obtained from linear spectroscopy. Indeed, for bent squaraine

chromophores like SQB the ESM can be parameterized from the positions of the visible and
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UV transitions.44,63–65 In what follows, we utilize the ESM to derive the UV-Vis spectra of

monomers and covalently-bound dimers of the two squaraine molecules shown in figure 3.1

and compare to the measured spectra of Röhr et. al..42 As is shown below, the ESM accounts

quantitatively for the absorption and PL spectral line shapes for the monomers and dimers of

both chromophores. The upper and lower Davydov components are resolved theoretically,

showing that the lower component is J-like while the upper component is H-like with

respect to vibronic signatures derived from the vibronic exciton theory.10,30,32,66 We further

reveal a novel type of nonKasha behavior due to an interesting interplay between permanent

dipole-dipole and transition dipole-dipole interactions in dimers of noncentrosymmetric

chromophores .

3.2 Essential States Model for Nonlinear D-A-D Chromophores

In order to account for the electronic properties of a bent monomer we appeal to

the Essential States Model pioneered by Painelli and coworkers23,25,26,52,53 which identifies

three essential states in a D-A-D chromophore; the “neutral” state with no charge-separation,

|#〉 and two zwitterionic states, designated as |/1〉(D
+-A−-D) and |/2〉(D-A

−-D+). The

charge distributions of the three states are indicated in figure 3.2. The arm length l is the

distance between the negative charge center located at or near the squarillium center and

either of the positive charge centers located at or near the nitrogen atoms of the indolenine

moiety. The bend angle is U.

The states |#〉,|/1〉 and |/2〉 form a diabatic basis set; the neutral state |#〉 with an

energy taken to be zero, can generally couple to the zwitterionic states, each with energy

[/ , with the coupling, C/ , as reflected in the monomeric Hamiltonian,

�̂
4;
<>= = [/

∑
0=1,2

|/0〉 〈/0 | − CI
∑
0=1,2

( |#〉 〈/0 | + ℎ.2.) (3.1)
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Figure 3.2. Essential states in a bent D-A-D chromophore. The circles locate the
positions of the nitrogen atom donors in the indolenine moieties.
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Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian yields three “adiabatic” states,

|6〉 =
√
1 − d |#〉 +

√
d/2( |/1〉 + |/2〉) (3.2a)

|2〉 =
√
1/2( |/1〉 − |/2〉) (3.2b)

|4〉 = √d |#〉 −
√
(1 − d)/2( |/1〉 + |/2〉) (3.2c)

where |6〉 is the ground state, and |2〉 and |4〉 are the first and second excited states,

respectively. The quantity, d, defined as,

d = 0.5(1 − [//
√
[

2
/ + 8C

2
/ ) (3.3)

represents the admixture of the zwitterionic component in the molecular ground state |6〉.

When there is a center of inversion ( U = 180° in figure 3.2) the two states are respectively

one- and two-photon allowed. However, for the�2E “bent” geometry (U ≠ 180°) both states

are one-photon allowed and therefore appear in a conventional absorption spectrum. This

is fortunate since it allows us to uniquely determine [/ and C/ from the peak positions of

the visible and UV excitations (see below).

The energies of the adiabatic electronic states are given by:

�6 =
1

2
[/ −

1

2

√
[

2
/ + 8C

2
/ (3.4a)

|2〉 = [/ (3.4b)

�4 =
1

2
[/ +

1

2

√
[

2
/ + 8C

2
/ (3.4c)

Importantly, in both symmetry-adapted states,
√
1/2( |/1〉 + |/2〉) and

√
1/2( |/1〉 −

|/2〉), positive charges (+e/2) reside at the nitrogen atom centers of the indolenine moiety

while a negative charge (-e) resides at the squaryliumcenter. In the bent geometry (U ≠ 180°)
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the charge distribution results in permanent dipole moments , `88 ≡ 〈8 | ˆ̀ |8〉 , 8 = 6, 2, 4,

directed along the z direction for all three states as depicted in figure 3.3, with

`66 = −d4;2>B(U/2)k (3.5a)

`22 = −4;2>B(U/2)k (3.5b)

`44 = −(1 − d)4;2>B(U/2)k (3.5c)

where k is the unit vector along the z-axis and the dipole moment operator is,25,30

ˆ̀ = 4l1 |/1〉 〈/1 | + 4l2 |/2〉 〈/2 | (3.6)

Here l1(l2) is the arm vector of magnitude l directed from the negative charge center to the

“left” (“right”) positive charge center. For a linear molecule ( U = 180°) the permanent

dipole vanishes and the charge distribution in each state is dominated by the quadrupole

moment &GG .
30 Note from equation (3.5) that so that the permanent dipole moment in the

lowest excited state |2〉 is larger than that in the ground state.

The dipole moment operator also gives rise to transition dipole moments,`68 ≡

〈6 | ˆ̀ |8〉 , 8 = 2, 4,. For the |6〉 → |2〉 transition the corresponding dipole moment is,

`62 =
√
d4;B8=(U/2)i (3.7a)

where i is the unit vector along the x-axis, while for the |6〉 → |4〉 transition

`64 =
√
d(1 − d)4;2>B(U/2)k (3.7b)

Hence when U ≠ 180° both transitions are one-photon allowed but with orthogonal

relative polarizations as depicted in figure 3.3. Importantly, the transition dipolemoment `62

for the lowest optical transition is normal to the permanent dipolemoments in equation (3.5).

In D-A-D chromophores there is also significant vibronic coupling involving the

symmetric progression-forming vinyl stretching mode as discussed in detail in Ref.[30].
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Figure 3.3. Charge distributions defining the permanent dipole moments (left) and
transition dipole moments.
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The complete monomer Hamiltonian including both electronic and vibrational degrees of

freedom resembles a Holstein Hamiltonian,

�̂<>= = �̂
4;
<>= + ℏlE81

∑
0=1,2

1
†
010 + ℏlE81_380

∑
0=1,2

(1†0 + 10 + _380) |/0〉 〈/0 | (3.8)

where 1†0 (10) creates (annihilates) a vibrational quantum on each molecular arm (a=1,

“left” arm; a=2, “right” arm, see figure 3.2) of the chromophore with an energy of ℏlE81.

The vibronic coupling is quantified via the diabatic HR factor, _2
380, which is of the order

unity for the vinyl stretching mode in most c-conjugated organic chromophores.

3.3 Monomer Absorption Spectrum

The solution-phase absorption spectra of the centrosymmetric and noncentrosym-

metric squaraine dyes, SQA and SQB in figure 3.1 were measured by Lambert and cowork-

ers42 and are reproduced in figure 3.4. Both spectra are dominated by a peak in the red

region of the spectrum, which is shifted slightly higher in energy for SQA vs SQB. As noted

previously the main difference in the spectra of the two chromophores lies in the UV region,

where SQB displays a broadened transition, peaking at approximately 26000 2<−1,64 while

SQA shows virtually no activity. The difference is due to symmetry: in centrosymmetric

chromophores like SQA with �2ℎ point group symmetry the state |4〉 has gerade symmetry

and can only be excited with two-photons from the symmetric ground state. Conversely,

SQB, with�2E symmetry, lacks an inversion center and the state |4〉 becomes accessible via

one-photon absorption. The ESM analysis in the previous Section predicts |2〉 to have �1

symmetry, making the |6〉 → |4〉 UV transition polarized along the�2 axis (the z-axis in fig-

ure 3.2), and therefore normal to the red transition, |6〉 → |2〉, which is polarized along the

long axis containing the two nitrogen donors (x-axis in figure 3.2). We also analyzed SQB

and SQA using time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations (CAM-
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Figure 3.4. Experimental absorption spectra of SQB and SQA in toluene from ref.[42].
Simulated spectra are also shown: for SQA: [/ = 24502<−1,C/ = 95502<−1 ,lE81 =
13002<−1 and _2

3801 = 1 ; for SQB: [/ = 19002<−1,C/ = 92002<−1 ,lE81 = 12002<−1 and
_

2
3801 = 1.4. In addition, the bend angle, U = 115° , was determined by equating the spectral

areas of the calculated and measured UV peaks (not including the low-energy “pedestal”
portion which arises from a �2-symmetry electronic transition).

B3LYP67 functional and the 6-311+G(2d,p) basis set68). TD-DFT confirmed the presence

of an A1 symmetry state in the UV , approximately 104
2<
−1 above the absorption origin in

SQB, slightly greater than the experimental value. TD-DFT further showed the existence of

a second UV state but with �2 symmetry at slightly lower energy than the �1 state, which is

very likely responsible for the “pedestal-like” absorption feature in the measured spectrum

in figure 3.4. As expected, TD-DFT showed only weak UV activity for SQA.

The presence of theUVpeak in SQB conveniently allows us to assign the frequencies

of both the red transition (|6〉 → |2〉) as well as the UV transition (|6〉 → |4〉) in the ESM.

Using equation (3.4), and assuming no vibronic coupling, the two frequencies are related

to [/ and C/ in the following way,
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�
2
" =

1

2
[/ +

1

2

√
[

2
/ + 8C

2
/ (3.9a)

�
4
" =

√
[

2
/ + 8C

2
/ (3.9b)

By setting the left-hand-sides to the experimentally measured values [/ and C/

can be uniquely determined and appear in the caption of figure 3.4. The corresponding

value of d ≈ 0.46 for both SQA and SQB puts them within the cyanine limit. The

electronic parameters can be subsequently fine-tuned by adding vibronic coupling using the

Hamiltonian in equation (3.8) and altering mainly the diabatic HR factor,_2
380 to reproduce

the weak side-band (0-1), which is roughly 5 times less intense than the origin (0-0) band for

both SQA and SQB, consistent with the cyanine limit. The 0-0/0-1 intensity ratio reflects

an adiabatic HR factor which was shown in ref. [30] to be related to the diabatic HR factor

by,

_
2
=
(1 − d)2

2
_

2
380 (3.10)

Using the diabatic HR factor of 1.4 for SQB and the value of d = 0.46 from

equation (3.3) gives _2
= 0.20, from which the 0-0/0-1 ratio is 1/_2 ≈ 5 in good agreement

with the calculated spectrum in figure 3.4. The final best fit spectrum for SQB is shown as

the black dashed curve in figure 3.4. Since the UV transition strength is sensitive to the bend

angle U, the latter can also be approximately determined by fitting the integrated spectral

area of the UV peak arising from just the state with �1 symmetry. The simulated spectrum

for SQA is also shown in figure 3.4 (blue-dashed curve). Since there is no UV peak, we

increased the [/ away from the SQB value in order to obtain the required blue-shift of the

absorption origin, and adjusted C/ and _2
380 accordingly, to obtain the best-fit spectrum.
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3.4 Dimer Aggregates

In what follows we investigate Davydov splitting in dimers composed of the D-A-D

chromophores depicted in figure 3.5. The intermolecular orientations are obtained by ro-

tating one chromophore by an angle \3 about the axis indicated in the figure. The dimer

geometry is chosen because of the similarity with the squaraine dimer complexes investi-

gated in Ref.[42] and discussed further in the following Section. The two chromophores

interact with each other Coulombically, as in the Kasha exciton model.8,9,24 As introduced

by Painelli and coworkers,23,26,52 the Hamiltonian reads,

�̂38<4A =

2∑
==1

�̂
<>=
= + +̂ , (3.11a)

with the intermolecular Coulomb coupling given by,

+̂ =
1

4cYY0

∑
0,1

∑
8, 9

@1(0, 8)@2(1, 9)
r1(0, 8) − r2(1, 9)

|/0/1〉 〈/0/1 | (3.11b)

The dimer basis function |/0/1〉 in equation (3.11) indicates the electronic states

of the two chromophores (/0 for chromophore “1” and /1 for chromophore “2”). The

Coulombic coupling term in equation (3.11) is calculated in the diabatic basis with the

charge densities collapsed to the centers of the donor or acceptor sites, with the Coulombic

interactions restricted to charges located on different molecules. The charge distribution

which corresponds to the /0 zwitterion (a=1,2) on chromophore n is denoted as, @= (a,i)

where i = 1,2, or 3 indicates the “left” donor, central acceptor and “right” donor respec-

tive charge centers, as indicated in figure 3.2. Hence, for the zwitterion /1 we have,

@=(1,i=1)=+e, @=(1,i=2)=-e and @=(1,i=3)=0 for the n-th chromophore. Finally, A=(a,i) is the

position vector for the corresponding point charge, which is defined by the dimer geometry

and the arm length, ;, Y and Y0 are the (relative) dielectric constant and vacuum permittivity,

respectively. Here, Y accounts for screening effects derived from electronic excited states

beyond the essential states.
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Figure 3.5. a) The dimer geometries obtained through rotation by \3 about the z- axis.
b) View with z axis out of the page for \3 approximately 90°. The geometry shown has
\3 = 180°.Note that the �2 axis which rotates 1 into 1’ and 2 into 2’, is positioned at the red
dot and directed along y (into the page).
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Following Ref.[30], we first consider the case with no vibronic coupling, treating

the Coulombic coupling as a perturbation. All dimer states are defined with respect to their

symmetries under a �2 rotation, with the �2 axis defined in figure 3.5 (as both the y-axis

and the red dot). Accordingly, the zeroth order ground state |66〉 is symmetric while the

excited states based on a single |2〉 excitation can be symmetric or antisymmetric,

|62〉( =
1
√
2
|62〉 + |26〉 (3.12a)

|62〉�( =
1
√
2
|62〉 − |26〉 (3.12b)

where |26〉 ≡ �̂2 |62〉. In a similar fashion, the highest-energy symmetric and antisymmetric

states, |64〉( and |64〉�( with energies in the UV can also be defined.

The energies of the three lowest-energy states correct to first order are given by,

�66 ≈ 2�6 + �
(1)
66 (3.13a)

�( ≈ �6 + �2 + �
(1)
(

(3.13b)

��( ≈ �6 + �2 + �
(1)
�(

(3.13c)

where �6 and �2 are defined in equation (3.4). First order corrections derive from the

diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements of the Coulombic interaction term, +̂ , in equa-

tion (3.11).30 Since the ground state is nondegenerate, its first order correction is the diagonal

matrix element,

�
(1)
66 = 〈66 | +̂ |66〉 =

d
2

4
(+11 ++22 ++12 ++21) (3.14)

where+8 9 ≡ 〈/8/ 9 | +̂ |/8/ 9 〉 . The right hand side is equivalent to the Coulombic interaction

between the molecular charge distributions shown in figure 3.6a, where each ground-state

chromophore is represented by three charge centers. For centrosymmetric molecules (U =

180°) the dominant term in a multiple expansion is the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction,
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Figure 3.6. Schematic representation of the charge distributions contributing to a)
the ground state, energy, �66 b) the excited state energy, �62 and c) the transition
dipole-transition dipole coupling.
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as discussed at length in Ref.[30], while a nonzero bend angle leads to a dominant permanent

dipole-dipole interaction. When the two chromophores are sufficiently far apart that the

point dipole approximation becomes accurate one obtains,

�
(1)
66 ≈

2`2
66

4cYY03
3

3 � ; (3.15)

with `66 defined in equation (3.5a). Note the first order correction is positive since the

two permanent dipole moments point towards each other in the geometry of figure 3.5

(see also figure 3.3) and, for large separations, lie essentially along the line connecting the

two mass centers. Note that in cases where `66 = 0 the leading term in the multipole

expansion becomes the quadrupole-quadrupole term which scales as the inverse fifth power

of intermolecular distance.

By contrast, the zero order symmetric and antisymmetric excited states in equa-

tion (3.12) are degenerate, so that the first order correction depends on both the diagonal,30

〈62 | +̂ |62〉 = 〈26 | +̂ |26〉 = d

4
(+11 ++22 ++12 ++21) (3.16a)

and off-diagonal,

〈62 | +̂ |26〉 = d

4
(+11 ++22 −+12 −+21) (3.16b)

matrix elements. The diagonal term in equation (3.16a) represents the intermolecular

Coulombic interaction between the ground state and excited state charge distributions shown

in figure 3.6b. The charge distribution for the unexcited molecule is identical to that in

figure 3.6a; the distribution for the excited molecule is similar but lacks the factor of d

since the state |2〉 is a pure zwitterionic state, see equation (3.2b). For well-separated

chromophores we get,

〈62 | +̂ |62〉 ≈
2|`66`22 |
4cYY03

3
3 � ; (3.17)
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which is larger than the blue-shift experienced by the ground state in equation (3.15) by a

factor of 1/d. Hence, the combined influence of the two permanent dipole interactions in

equation (3.15) and equation (3.17) is to increase the transition frequencies of the optical

transitions in the dimer relative to the monomer.

The off-diagonal matrix element in equation (3.16b) has a different structure all

together, as it is equivalent to the interaction between two chromophores, each represented

by a two-center transition charge distribution, as indicated in figure 3.6c, with opposite

charges (±√d4/2) placed on the donor groups (with no charge on the central squaraine).

The charge distribution is responsible for the transition dipole moment (TDM), equal to
√
d4;B8=(U/2) from equation (3.7a). Indeed the matrix element in equation (3.16b) reduces

to the point-dipole-dipole interaction when 3 is very large compared to the arm length ;,

〈62 | +̂ |26〉 ≈
`

2
622>B\3

4cYY03
3

3 � ; (3.18)

Taken together thematrix elements in equation (3.16) forma 2 by 2 submatrix, which,

upon diagonalization, yields the proper first order energy corrections for the symmetric and

antisymmetric states,30

�
(1)
(
= 〈62 | +̂ |62〉 + 〈62 | +̂ |26〉 = d

2

2
(+11 ++22) (3.19a)

and off-diagonal,

�
(1)
�(
= 〈62 | +̂ |62〉 − 〈62 | +̂ |26〉 = d

2

2
(+12 ++21) (3.19b)

When the TDMs defined by the charge distribution in figure 3.6c are not parallel both

the symmetric and antisymmetric states acquire oscillator strength leading to two optically

allowed transitions separated by the Davydov splitting (DS). To first order, the DS (in the

absence of vibronic coupling) is given by,
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Δ�( = �( − ��( =
d

2
(+11 ++22 −+12 −+21) _

2
380 = 0 (3.20)

The DS from equation (3.20) is twice the transition dipole – transition dipole

coupling in figure 3.6c which reduces to 2`2
622>B\3/4cYY03

3 in the limit of well-separated

chromophores.

One can also evaluate the “midpoint” transition energy located half-way between

the two Davydov components,

�<? ≡
�( − ��(

2
− �66 (3.21a)

The shift of �<? from the monomer transition energy, Δ<? ≡ �<? − �
2
" is also a

measure of intermolecular coupling. Inserting the first-order corrected energies from equa-

tion (3.13) into equation (3.21a) with subsequent use of equation (3.14) and equation (3.19)

gives the mid-point frequency in the absence of vibronic coupling,

Δ<? =
d − d2

4
(+11 ++22 ++12 ++21) _

2
380 = 0 (3.21b)

Interestingly, the mid-point frequency shift, Δ<? is determined entirely by the

coupling between the 3-center charge distributions in figure 3.6a,b, and unlike the DS, is

sensitive to the permanent dipole-dipole interactions for molecules which lack an inversion

center. In this case, equation (3.21b) reduces to

Δ<? =
2(`66`22 − `

2
66)

4cYY03
3

3 � ; (3.22)

which lacks any \3 dependence as the two vectors `66 and `22 remain antiparallel (see

figure 3.6) for all \3 . Because `66 = d`22 from equation (3.5) and d ≈ 0.46 for SQB, the

midpoint shift, Δ<? is positive so that both Davydov components are blue-shifted relative to

the peakmonomer absorption frequency. When U = 180° as in SQA themidpoint frequency
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derives from quadrupole-quadrupole interactions which can induce blue or red-shifts (see

below).

Figure 3.7 shows a series of dimer spectra for various torsion angles \3 , as param-

eterized for SQB (see caption). Solid (dashed) spectra include (exclude) vibronic coupling.

In the maximally folded configuration (\3 = 0°), the spectrum is dominated by an intense,

blue-shifted peak polarized along the y-axis defined in figure 3.5 due to the symmetric

exciton. This is the expected response from an H-aggregate, since the TDMs of the two

chromophores are arranged in a side-by-side manner along the y-axis (see figure 3.5). Note

that the transition to the antisymmetric exciton (indicated by the red arrow) remains dark

since the transition dipole moments cancel, so there is no identifiable DS. The two excitons

are split asymmetrically about the peak monomer frequency, with the midpoint frequency

slightly blue-shifted above the monomer peak due to the 3-center interactions from fig-

ure 3.6. Vibronic coupling (solid spectra) enhances the blue shift of both monomer and

dimer and leads to a very strong attenuation of the vibronic peak ratio �1/�2 compared to

the monomer value, in agreement with H-aggregate behavior derived from exciton theory.32

In the linear configuration (\3 = 180°), the TDMs are arranged head-to-tail (along

the x-axis) as in a J-aggregate and the spectrum responds accordingly, with a dominant red-

shifted peak arising from the antisymmetric exciton polarized along the x-axis. Although

harder to appreciate, the mid-point frequency remains slightly blue-shifted relative to the

monomer peak frequency. As opposed to the H-aggregate case (\3 = 0°) including vibronic

coupling now results in an increased �1/�2 ratio relative to the monomer value, also

in agreement with the vibronic spectral signatures derived for J-aggregates from Frenkel

exciton theory.32

For intermediate angles, the spectrum displays both the lower Davydov component

(LDC) polarized along the x-axis in figure 3.5 and the upper Davydov component (UDC)

polarized along the y-axis. This arises because the nonparallel TDMs result in oscillator
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Figure 3.7. Calculated SQB dimer absorption spectra (blue, magenta, red) in the
visible region as a function of increasing dihedral angle \3 in a)-c). Solid (dashed)
spectra include (exclude) vibronic coupling. Black spectra in a) correspond to SQB
monomer. In all spectra, [/ = 19002<−1,C/ = 92002<−1 and U = 115°. The vibronic
coupling is described using, lE81 = 12002<−1 and _2

380 = 1.4 . All dimer spectra assume
the simplified geometry in figure 3.5 with d=0.7 nm. Dashed arrows in top and bottom
panels indicate the position of the exciton transition responsible for the other Davydov
component (in the absence of vibronic coupling).
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strength divided over both the symmetric and antisymmetric excited state transitions. The

ratio of the oscillator strengths for the two components is set by the relative directions of

the two monomeric transition dipole moments `(1)62 and `(2)62 , indicated in figure 3.5b,

5*��

5!��
≈
(`(1)62 + `

(2)
62 )

2

(`(1)62 − `
(2)
62 )

2
(3.23)

where 5*�� ( 5!��) is the spectrally-integrated oscillator strength for the upper (lower)

Davydov component band and `(1)62 is the transition dipole moment of the 8-th chromophore

(8 = 1, 2). The TDMs have equal magnitude, `(1)62 = <D
(2)
62 =

√
d4;B8=(U/2) - see equa-

tion (3.7b)- but form an angle \3 , as indicated in figure 3.5b. Hence, when \3 = 90°, as

in figure 3.7b, the TDMs are orthogonal and the ratio of oscillator strengths from equa-

tion (3.23) is approximately unity, consistent with the roughly equal area peaks polarized

along x and y in the limit of no vibronic coupling. However, even in the presence of vibronic

coupling, where each Davydov component responds differently to the presence of vibra-

tions, the integrated oscillator strengths remain approximately equal, as can be appreciated

in the inset in figure 3.7b.

As figure 3.7b shows the nonpolarized spectrum for \3 = 90° consists of three main

peaks when vibronic coupling is included. The vibronic structure can be traced back to

the superposition of a J-like LDC and an H-like UDC: as the figure inset shows the main

peak which defines the absorption origin is due to the vibronic origin, �1 of the LDC while

the two remaining, higher-energy peaks arise from the origin and first vibrational side-

band, peaks �1 and �2 respectively, of the UDC. Note the �1/�2 ratio in the UDC remains

attenuated compared to the monomer (i.e. is “H-like”) while the opposite holds for the J-like

LDC. Such polarized H/J – behavior for the upper and lower Davydov components has also

been established using Frenkel exciton theory.66 Because the UDC has two vibronic peaks

(�1 and �2) of similar intensity the assignment of the DS can be ambiguous. To remain

consistent with Rohr et. al.42 , we define the DS to be the spectral separation between the
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Figure 3.8. The Davydov splitting (Δ�() and mid-point frequency shift (Δ<?) as a
function of dihedral angle for dimers of centrosymmetric (red) and noncentrosym-
metric (blue) squaraines in the geometry of figure 3.5. Solid curves are first order results
while dots are the exact values evaluated numerically. In both dimers [/ = 19002<−1 and
CI = 92002<−1. Note that the first order DS for both dimers is identical since the arm
lengths are taken such that the transition dipole moments are the same (see equation (3.7a)).
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peak in the LDC spectrum (�1) and the main peak in the UDC spectrum (�2) as indicated

in the figure 3.7b inset.

figure 3.8 shows the DS and the mid-point frequency shift, Δ<? as a function of

torsion angle \3 for the SQB-SQB dimer from figure 3.7 (blue curves) with no vibronic

coupling. Solid curves are first order values evaluated from equation (3.21b) while the dots

are exact values evaluated numerically (but in the absence of vibronic coupling). The DS is

maximum for the folded forms defined by small \3 , diminishing by almost a factor of four

in the unfolded, linear form (\3 = 180°). Δ<? (blue curve) remains substantially smaller

and uniformly positive for all \3 . The figure also shows the effect of increasing the bend

angle to 180 ° (red curves) as in molecules like SQA which possess a center of symmetry.

The arm length was slightly reduced compared to the bent form, in order that the transition

dipole “length”, ;B8=(U/2) , remains constant, making the first-order DS entirely unaffected.

There is, however, a considerable change in Δ<?, which for centrosymmetric chromophores

is now dominated by quadrupole-quadrupole interactions . Δ<? (red curve) is considerably

larger at small dihedral angles and eventually becomes negative as \3 approaches 180°.

3.5 Comparison to Experiment

Lambert and coworkers have published several works dealing with covalently linked

SQA and SQB dimers42–45 and polymers46,47 , demonstrating a pronounced Davydov split-

ting for both molecules. The measured absorption and PL spectra for (SQB)2 and (SQA)2

are reproduced in figure 3.9. In both cases the absorption spectrum has the three-peak form

in agreement with the theory describing figure 3.7b, with a dominant absorption origin.

The DS, as evaluated from the spectral separation of the two main peaks, is approximately

15002<−1 for both molecules. Moreover, the PL is dominated by the 0-0 peak with a small

Stokes shift of only a couple of hundred wave numbers. The PL spectrum also displays a

smaller, but significant 0-1 side-band, lower in energy by one vibrational quantum.
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Figure 3.9. Measured absorption and PL spectra of a) (SQA)2 and (SQB)2 from
ref.[42]. Also shown are the calculated spectra using the single-molecule electronic and
vibrational parameters from figure 3.4 and the geometries from figure 3.10.The final spectra
represent an average (50-50) over the bent geometry (\3 = 38° for SQA and 37° for SQB)
and the linear geometry \3 = 142°. In order to bring the main absorption peaks in the
measured and calculated spectra into agreement, the calculated spectra were red-shifted by
505 and 518 2<−1 for SQA and SQB, respectively. In addition, the arm length l was reduced
by 5% in both cases for optimal agreement. Finally, the calculated PL spectra include a 240
2<
−1 Stokes shift. 79



Figure 3.10. Dimer structures of SQA (left) and SQB (right) evaluating using DFT
calculations(CAM-B3LYP/def2-SVP).

In order to obtain the most accurate simulations we utilized more refined molecular

geometries than those in figure 3.5, obtained by minimizing the ground state energy of the

dimer complexes using density functional theory (DFT) calculations with the functional

CAM-B3LYP and the def2-SVP basis set. Interestingly, there are essentially two minimal

energy structures for both (SQB)2 and (SQA)2; an approximately linear structure with

\3 = 142° in agreement with Ref.[42], and a bent structure with \3 approximately 38°, as

depicted in figure 3.10. For both SQA and SQB dimers the energy difference between the

bent and linear geometries is less than :) at room temperature. So that both structures

should be approximately equally represented. A mixture of both species in solution has

also been suggested by Ceymann et. al..44

The most significant difference between the geometries in figure 3.10 and the sim-

plified ones in figure 3.5 is that the rotation axis (red line in figure 3.10) is no longer normal

to the line connecting the two donor centers (red dots). As a result, when \3 = 0° the two
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Figure 3.11. Simulated dimer spectra as a function of \3 using the geometries in
figure 3.10 and the monomer vibronic parameters from figure 3.4. M indicates the peak
monomer absorption frequency from figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.12. Calculated polarization-resolved absorption spectra for bent (a) and
linear (b) conformations of (SQA)2 and for bent (c) and linear (d) conformations of
(SQB)2. The y-axis is along the �2 rotation axis (see figure 3.5); the blue-shifted (H-like)
upper Davydov component is symmetric with respect to the �2 rotation while the red-
shifted (J-like) lower Davydov component is antisymmetric. All parameters defining the
Hamiltonian are identical to those used in figure 3.9 (including the 500 2<−1 red-shift).

molecular TDMs ( `(1)62 and `(2)62 , see figure 3.5) are not parallel – i.e. they are no longer

“side-by-side” as was the case for the simpler H-aggregate geometry in figure 3.5. From

equation (3.23) this means that both Davydov components will contribute to the absorption

spectrum when \3 = 0°.

To more clearly appreciate the absorption line shapes for the dimers in figure 3.10,

we show simulated spectra in figure 3.11, as a function of dihedral angle \3 for both

SQA and SQB complexes. We utilize the same vibronic parameters as were derived in

the monomer analysis in Section III (see figure 3.4). We have confirmed that in the bent
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structures (\3 ≈ 0°) the two main peaks are associated with the upper (H-like) and lower

(J-like) Davydov components. By contrast, the linear structures (\3 ≈ 180°) are dominated

by the J-like LDC, with a dominant red-shifted peak followed by a weak vibronic side-band.

Interestingly, the figure shows that the DS is not that strongly dependent on the dihedral

angle. Moreover, the mid-point frequency is only slightly blue-shifted by less than 200

2<
−1 relative to the peak monomer frequency (labelled “M”) in both dimers.

In order to compare with the experimental spectra for (SQA)2 and (SQB)2 we

show in figure 3.9 the average (unpolarized) spectrum obtained by adding together the

calculated spectra corresponding to the bent and linear minimal energy configurations taken

from figure 3.10. In order for the position of the main absorption peak in the calculated

and measured spectra to align, it was necessary to insert an overall spectral red–shift of

approximately 5002<−1 for both SQA and SQB dimers. The additional red shift is justified

by the enhanced charge delocalization associated with the covalent bond connecting the

two phenylene units and completely masks the much smaller MP frequency blue-shift. The

presence of the bond adds asymmetry in the donor charge distribution not accounted for in

the present model. More sophisticated models would allow for inter-chromophore charge

transfer40 but would come at the expense of additional parameters and a much larger basis

set. Finally, the calculated PL spectra for both chromophore dimers (see ref. [30] for

details) also agrees well with experiment. The spectrum is dominated by the 0-0 peak as

expected for J-aggregates or, more generally, in aggregates with an allowed lower Davydov

component.69

To better appreciate the vibronic structure of the lower and upper Davydov compo-

nents we show in figure 3.12 the polarization-resolved spectra for both bent and linear forms

of (SQA)2 and (SQB)2 that were used to construct the unpolarized spectra in figure 3.9. As

in figure 3.5, the y-axis coincides with the C2 rotation axis. Based on the analysis of Section

IV the symmetric exciton polarized along the y- axis is responsible for the UDC while the
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antisymmetric exciton polarized normal to the y –axis is responsible for the LDC. As shown

in figure 3.12, the LDC is dominated by a red-shifted peak �1 with a much weaker vibronic

side-band, �2. The �1/�2 ratio of spectral intensities is significantly larger than exists in the

monomer (see figure 3.4). By contrast, the blue-shifted UDC is H-like, with a significantly

reduced �1/�2 ratio. Hence, the LDC (UDC) retains the same J-like (H-like) vibronic

signatures as derived using vibronic exciton theory,66 consistent with the conclusions of ref.

[30] The figure shows that the “three-peaked” spectrum measured for both dimer species by

Röhr et. al.42 derives from the �1 peak of the J-like LDC followed by the �1 and �2 peaks

of the H-like UDC.

3.6 Conclusion

Using the ESMwith vibronic couplingwe analyzed in detail the polarized absorption

spectrum and, in particular, Davydov splitting, in dimers of D-A-D chromophores, making

direct comparisons to the measured spectra of the covalently-bound (SQA)2 and (SQB)2

dimers of Röhr et. al.42 The SQA and SQB chromophores in figure 3.1 have respectively

�2ℎ and �2E symmetry, resulting in permanent dipole moments (quadrupole moments) in

the ground and excited states of SQB (SQA). In the ESM, the DS involving the lowest-

energy optical transition (to state |2〉), is determined by the two-center charge distributions

shown in figure 3.6, which account for the interaction between the molecular extended

transition dipolemoments. In both SQAand SQBdimers the calculatedDS is approximately

15002<−1, in very good agreement with experiment.42 Dominant permanent dipole –

dipole interactions in SQB, and (quadrupole-quadrupole interactions in SQA) arise from

interactions between themolecular three-center charge distributions (see figure 3.6) resulting

in the addition of a uniform spectral shift to both the upper and lower Davydov components.

In both the SQA and SQB dimers the calculated blue-shift of the mid-point frequency, Δ<?,
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was masked by a larger red-shift due to charge delocalization through the bonded phenyl

groups.

Using the ESM, the “three-peak” structure of the (unpolarized) absorption spectra

of (SQA)2 and (SQB)2 from ref.[42] is shown to consist of a superposition of a J-like LDC

and an H-like UDC as described in Section V, with similar J-like and H-like vibronic sig-

natures as those predicted from Frenkel exciton theory.30,32,66 However, unlike the exciton

model, the ESM provides a self-consistent quantitative account of how the optically-induced

charge redistribution characteristic of D-A and D-A-D chromophores impacts intermolecu-

lar interactions. As such the ESM allows one to further analyze the interplay between per-

manent dipole-dipole (or quadrupole-quadruple) interactions and transition dipole-dipole

interactions in creating non-Kasha behaviors such as the red-shifted H-aggregate studied

previously.26,30 In such aggregates the quadrupole-quadrupole interactions were shown to

stabilize the optically excited state greater than the ground state in slipped dimers leading to

red-shifted H-aggregates for a certain range of slip angles. For the twisted dimer geometries

studied in the present paper, non-Kasha behavior manifests when the blue-shift, Δ<?, of

both Davydov components is so large that both components lie higher in energy than the

monomer transition frequency, somewhat akin to a blue-shifted J-aggregate. This happens

when Δ<? is greater than half the DS. For two well-separated SQB chromophores use of

equation (3.18) and equation (3.22) shows that the condition, Δ<? > |Δ�( |/2, is equivalent

to,

2(`66`22 − `
2
66)

4cYY03
3

>
`

2
62 |2>B\3 |
4cYY03

3
3 � ; (3.24)

representing an interesting interplay between permanent and transition dipole moments.

Note that the permanent dipole moments show no \3 dependence since for the geometry

of figure 3.5 they remain anti-parallel for all dihedral angles. Moreover, the left side

of equation (3.24) is overall a positive quantity (since `66 = d`22, see equation (3.5),
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expressing the fact that the permanent dipolemoment interactions blue-shift the excited state

more than the ground state leading to an overall increase in the transition energy. Further

inserting the expressions for the dipole moments from equation (3.5) and equation (3.7a)

gives,

2(1 − d) > C0=2(U/2) |2>B\3 | (3.25)

Equation (3.25) shows that the non-Kasha behavior is easier to realize for smaller

bend angles U which favor large permanent dipole moments. Assuming U = 115° and

d = 0.46 as for SQB, condition (25) becomes 116° > \3 > 64° . Interestingly, for bend-

angles, U < 92°, equation (3.25) is satisfied for all \3 , showing that the LDC and UDC

remain higher in energy than the monomer frequency, independent of twist angle \3 , a

highly unusual result that cannot be obtained with Frenkel exciton theory (which focusses

entirely on transition dipole-dipole interactions). In our ((&�)2 simulations based on the

geometries of figure 3.5 and figure 3.10 (with 3 = 0.7 nm) we have not observed the non-

Kasha behavior; in all cases the two Davydov components straddle the monomer transition

energy. This is mostly due to the large value of bend-angle U(115°) and the close proximity

of chromophores so that the point dipole approximation assumed in equation (3.24) and

equation (3.25) is no longer justified. Moreover, a successful observation of blue-shifted

Davydov components will require dimers that are not covalently bound in order to prevent

delocalization-induced red-shifts.

The ESM allows further exploration of nonlinear optical properties through the adi-

abatic state |4〉, which in SQA can only be reached through two-photon absorption.18,26,52,61

In SQB the lack of an inversion center allows |4〉 to be also reached via one-photon (UV)

absorption. Interestingly, unlike the lowest excited state |2〉, the state |4〉 in SQB shows no

Davydov splitting since the |6〉 to |4〉 transition is polarized normal to the long molecular

axis (see figure 3.5a). Additional advantages of the ESM over the Frenkel model in treating
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D-A and D-A-D aggregates lies in its ability to track changes in the ground and excited

state molecular properties – for example, the permanent dipole or quadrupole moments –

as a function of intermolecular interactions or solvent polarity. Indeed, we have shown that

the zwitterionic component of the molecular ground state changes significantly for SQA

and SQB in response to interactions with a neighboring molecule in a dimer complex. We

plan in future work to compare the ESM and Frenkel exciton models with regards to energy

transfer in larger aggregates in order to account for the rapid transfer observed in SQA and

SQB polymers (# � 2).46 With the promise of such an improved understanding of D-A

materials, one can more accurately predict, and more effectively design new candidates for

a variety of optoelectronic applications such as OPV where, for example, increased energy

transfer and greater exciton diffusion lengths (in addition to D-A based energy level con-

trol) will lead to a relaxation in the need for long-range morphology control, and a greater

potential for device reproducibility and commercial manufacture.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this thesis, the ESM was shown to accurately describe the absorption spectrum

in aggregates of polar and highly polarizable chromophores. The model was able to

quantitatively reproduce the overall spectral line shape in covalently-bound squaraine dimers

as well as dimers of merocyanine dyes.31,70 For the squaraine dimers the calculated Davydov

splitting agreed very well with that measured by Lambert and coworkers.42 Significant

deviations from the Kasha-Frenkel model were shown to exist when the charge-transfer

character of the ground state, d, was diminished from d=0.5 in the cyanine limit to values

approaching zero (polyene limit). Importantly, in the weak coupling limit, the vibronic

signatures derived from the Frenkel-Holstein approach are maintained in the ESM. For

example, a decrease in the oscillator strength ratio of the first and second vibronic peaks

indicates H-aggregate behavior while an increase indicates J-aggregate behavior.

Our investigations into the ESM have also indicated highly unusual behavior in

the strong coupling limit, when the Coulomb coupling approaches the monomer transition

frequency. For example, a blue-shifted J-aggregate can exist for sufficiently strong and

negative Coulomb coupling which completely defies Kasha’s classification of red-shifted J-

aggregates. The unusual aggregate is characterized by a dominant zwitterionic component

in the ground state which results in a much greater stabilization of the ground state relative

to the first (bright) excited state. Moreover, a dramatic suppression of the entire vibronic

structure exists when the Coulomb coupling satisfies, + = −2[.
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4.1 Future Work

4.1.1 Excited State Dynamics

Excited state dynamics in molecular aggregates have been studied.71–76 Based on the

significant difference we discovered in the spectral properties between the Frenkel model

and the ESM it would be worth investigating excited state dynamics using the ESM.

Motivation for this work also comes from recent experiments by the Lambert group

which showed that energy transfer in squaraine polymers appears to be much faster than in

the conventional conjugated polymers like MEH-PPV.42 It should be relatively straightfor-

ward to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a one-dimensional molecular

aggregate where one molecule is initially excited.77 More elaborate methods based on the

density matrix equation of motion can also be applied in order to account for system-bath

interactions and relaxation.18

4.1.2 D-A and D-A-D Aggregates with More Chromophores(N>2)

There are also many questions related to how the ESM treats larger size aggregates

with more than two chromophores. With help of high-performance computing clusters,

large aggregate simulations with 10 or more chromophores are possible. An example is

shown in figure 4.1 which shows the energy levels (without vibrionic coupling) of a tetramer

aggregate in the GI and GII geometries. Comparing with figure 2.8, one can see that the

ground state energy for H GII and J GI tetramers drops more steeply with increasing |V|

(with V<0) than occurs in the dimer, making the unusual blue-shifted J-aggregates easier

to obtain. This is mainly due to the doubled number of nearest neighbors in a tetramer

compared to a dimer (assuming periodic boundary conditions). Also, the steep drop in

the ground state energy occurs when V is less than -[ whereas in the dimer this occurs at

+ = −2[. It would be very interesting to see what happens at the cyanine point in a large

aggregate – is the vibronic structure entirely absent as in the case of the dimer?
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Figure 4.1. Energy levels in a tetramer (N=4) as a function of nearest neighbor
Coulombic coupling, V, in the polyene limit (d=0.15). The parameters used: [ = 2C =
104

2<
−1, the number of chromophores is 4. Vibronic coupling is not included.
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Figure 4.2. Calculated spectra of polyene-type D-A dye tetramers in Geometry I
without vibronic coupling. The parameters are [ = 100002<−1

, C = 50002<−1, the
number of chromophores is 4.
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Figure 4.2 shows some representative absorption spectra (again, without vibronic

coupling) of GI tetramers for various values of the nearest neighbor Coulomb coupling, V

which is assumed to be negative (as in J-aggregates). The monomer peak is indicated by

the vertical dashed line. As can be appreciated from the figure, the spectra are red shifted

for small values of |V| as expected in Kasha’s theory. However, after the coupling passes

through the cyanine point (+ = −[), the spectral shift reverses and starts to increase resulting

in a “boomerang” type of behavior. When the coupling is high enough, the spectra will

have an overall blue shift compared to monomer, which eventually leads to a blue-shifted

J-aggregate and a significant divergence from Kasha’s theory. Such unusual Boomerang

aggregates certainly warrant further study.

Hence, in future work, the analysis can be extended to aggregates with more chro-

mophores (N>2) and including vibronic coupling in order to further explore the dynamics

and vibronic spectral signatures of H- and J-aggregates in the weak and strong coupling

regimes. It would also be worthwhile to investigate the impact of intermolecular charge

transfer40which has been shown to promote H- and J-like behavior in aggregates of nonpolar

chromophores.10,12,41 The work should enable the design of more efficient optoelectronic

devices based on donor-acceptor organic chromophores.51
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